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FOREWORD
A warm welcome (back) to the Communication degree programme. Our broad discipline is
evolving continuously. Social media, for example, play an increasingly visible role, not only in
internal communications, but also corporate and marketing communications. But which social
medium is best for convincing your target audience? And what kind of strategy should be behind
it? Should you also consider other forms of communication to reach your target group?
Answering these questions requires not only a well thought-out communication plan, but also
research into the needs of your target group, the best way to reach it and an evaluation on
whether or not you ultimately achieved the intended results.
Our degree programme responds to this reality by continuously updating our curriculum. Are you
a first-year student? If so, you will be starting your academic career with a completely new
programme that is tailored in its entirety to the latest trends and insights in our field. This is also
reflected in the education: you carry out projects in which you work together with others on
your professional skills, combined with communication theory, research and language training.
Are you continuing your studies in the main phase? Once again, you will have plenty of
opportunity for professional and personal development, by which it will be increasingly up to you
to determine which aspects you want to develop further. The opportunities include an internship
and a graduation project during your final year. But you can also enrol in a number of in-depth or
general minors, take part in a study abroad programme at a foreign university of applied sciences
or research university and/or do an internship abroad.
Whichever phase of your studies you are in, the degree programme team wishes you much
enjoyment and success as you journey towards the next year of your academic career. Wherever
this journey takes you, we are certain that your backpack and suitcase will be a lot fuller at the
end of the academic year. This will further strengthen the foundation you are laying to become a
competent communications professional.
Finally, this study guide contains the complete curriculum, as well as practical information like
schedules and an overview of school holidays. An important part of this guide is the Education
and Examination Rules and Regulations (Chapter 6), also referred to by its Dutch acronym OER.
The OER is a sort of statute book for the degree programme, as it contains all of your rights and
obligations as a student. Of course, this guide is also intended to help you find the right
information.
We wish you a successful 2018-2019 academic year!
September 2018
Communication Team of Lecturers
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INTRODUCTION
This guide serves as the manual for the International Communication Management (ICM) degree
programme at The Hague University of Applied Sciences. It contains all important information
pertaining to the degree programme in summarised and concise form. More detailed information
can be found on the Student Portal.
What kind of information does this guide offer?
The first section of the guide contains important information on the degree programme.
Chapter 1 explains the organisational structure, educational vision and structure of the study and
educational programmes,
while Chapter 2 has information on the minor programmes and electives.
Information on the Degree Programme Advisory Committees, Staff and Student Councils and
cooperation organisations can be found in Chapter 3.
Chapter 4 primarily contains practical information, such as schedules and school breaks, the most
important information channels, the most important addresses and contact information and how
to register for assessments and examinations.
Need help during your studies? Section 4.6 explains how to get assistance.
Finally, section 4.7 provides an overview of services offered by the university of applied sciences.
Apart from practical matters, this guide also contains more formal information, such as the Degree
Programme Overview (Chapter 5) and Education and Examination Rules and Regulations (OER) for
your degree programme (Chapter 6).
The OER contains information on the contents of the degree programme and an overview of your
rights and obligations in terms of the education and exams. This document is part of the Students’
Charter and can be found on the Student Portal.
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The International Communication Management
(ICM) degree programme
1.1 Organisational structure

The Dean of faculty is responsible for the Faculty of Management & Organisation, which
includes the Communication degree programme, while the programme manager is responsible for
the Communication degree programme. The programme manager and team leader(s) jointly
manage the lecturer team and together form the degree programme management team (OMT).

1.2 Educational vision

Degree programme mission
The mission of the Communication degree programme is to train (junior) professionals to
prepare, manage, carry out, evaluate, continue and/or improve communication processes. The
ultimate goal is to provide society with communications professionals who facilitate smooth
communication and solve communication problems, or at least reduce them to a minimum.
Degree programme vision
The educational programme of the Communication degree programme is based on efforts to
train students to become independent, proactive and critical thinkers.
The Communication degree programme at The Hague University of Applied Sciences teaches
students that communication problems can arise on the micro-, meso- and macro-levels and
brings students into contact with all three.
Apart from focusing on the development of students personally and the development of
communication theory on these three levels, the programme also devotes attention to
technological developments in the field of communication. It is important, for instance, that
students are familiar with big data and young and new media.
The knowledge, skills and attitude required correspond to the competencies established by the
National Consultation Platform for Communication Degree Programmes (LOCO).
The degree programme curriculum is based not only on the LOCO competency profile, but also
on the descriptions of professional profiles created by the Professional Association of
Communications Professionals (Logeion) and the ‘Body of Knowledge & Skills’ (referred to
hereinafter as BoKS) developed by the Higher Professional Education Council. The competency
profile consists of the following competencies:
1. Analysing and researching
2. Developing and advising on communication policy
3. Planning and organising
4. Creating and implementing
5. Representing
The Communication degree programme has added a sixth competency (Metacognition) that
encompasses higher cognitive skills and reflecting on actions and affective experiences.
As stated earlier, the curriculum also incorporates the BoKS from the Netherlands Association of
Universities of Applied Sciences, which is translated concretely within the Communication
degree programme into domains and specific modules. The Communication degree programme
has three domains:
1.
Corporate communication
2.
Marketing communication
3.
Public communication
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The curriculum includes domain-specific and multi-domain modules that together form the BoKS.
Examples of modules:
• Marketing communication
• Media
• Presentation skills
• Corporate communication
• Internal communication
• Organisational studies
Views on the profession
The field of communication is developing at lightning speed, both in its width and depth. The
degree programme has responded to this by collaborating with the professional field. This takes
place through a variety of internships, a professional advisory committee and the broad network
of the lecturer team.
This partnership has resulted in the following five cornerstones on which the development of the
curriculum is based:
1. Comprehension
A communications professional must be able to fully comprehend situations quickly. This
requires good analytical skills. Society is in need of observant, solution-oriented thinkers
who can facilitate and manage communication within and between companies and
organisations and make good analyses of trends and developments in society, i.e. the
public domain of the discipline.

2. Connection
The communications professional acts as a coordinator within the organisation, an
individual who examines and comprehends situations in order to offer effective coaching
and connection. This also entails assigning meaning, clarifying and, consequently, acting
as a guide in the information jungle. Another important competency is the ability to
influence behaviour through communication by means of, for example, influencing the
behaviour of the people around them or through networking.

3. Innovation (modernised and future-oriented)
Rapid developments in communication require that the communications professional
continuously updates his or her knowledge and skills. Changing relationships between
people and organisations due to increasing numbers of opportunities to continuously
connect with one another and the tremendously mobilising effect of social media have
made knowledge of and insight into the ability to use new or young media an absolute
must.

4. Implementation (inventive and practical)
The ultimate goal is to create professional products. The ability to effectively
comprehend a situation is only meaningful if the insights obtained are translated into
concrete actions. Communications professionals are ‘doers’. Therefore, the ability to
create competence is equally as important as the ability to analyse.
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Communications professional
The Communication degree programme at The Hague University of Applied Sciences teaches
students to be critical and creative communications experts. An individual capable of reaching,
involving or influencing others, who knows what makes people and organisations tick and is
fully aware of the power of words and images. A communications professional is at home in the
latest digital technology and the world of the online and offline media and knows not only how
to make news, but also how to communicate effectively with journalists. This expert has a welldeveloped sense of values and sometimes hears and sees more than others would like them to.
For the Communication degree programme at The Hague University of Applied Sciences, the
world is our classroom and current events our course material. The city of The Hague and its
numerous national and international companies, institutes and government agencies give our
curriculum poignancy and real-world insight.
Vision of learning
Learning at The Hague University of Applied Sciences is not only an individual but, above all, a
social activity and always takes place within a social context. The education is based on
professional practice, which is why it entails carrying out assignments from the professional field
and the use of professional experts for guest lectures, internships and consultations with
professionals. Students also work to create genuine professional products based on the products
listed in the LOCO competency descriptions and in collaboration with the professional field. In
our curriculum, the knowledge and skills learning tracks support the projects with a focus on
these professional products and the expertise gained during them will have to be applied while
creating these products.
Vision of didactics
The Communication degree programme entails a personal development pursuit consisting of a
continuous process of learning, studying and reflecting, resulting in a continuous development of
independence and complexity. Students develop their competencies in a coherent and integral
manner as much as possible through a wide variety of learning experiences in varying contexts.
The programme’s assignments reflect actual professional practice as much as possible.
Interaction with others is essential to this and, at The Hague University of Applied Sciences,
students learn from and together with each other.
Independence is developed through the changing roles of the lecturers and students. Students
learn to manage their own studies through the mastery track, while the lecturer ‘learns’ to
gradually relinquish control. Most students need guidelines and a clear framework at the start of
their studies, so assignments during this phase are more structured and lecturers serve as
‘guiding experts’. The more self-confident students become, the more they are able to handle
less structure and the lecturer can take on a more coaching role. The Communication degree
programme has divided these different stages into three levels.

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

Stages
Stage 1: year 1
Stage 2: year 2
Stage 3: year 3

Role of lecturer
Expert & assessor
Supervisor & assessor
Coach & assessor

Role of student
Assignment-based
Professional coordinator
Advanced coordinator

The education is coherent and integral. Theory and practice are offered in an integral manner as
much as possible. Fundamental knowledge and skills are learned separately where necessary,
but within the context of integral education. A context-rich learning environment is created with
a focus on the individual and the group. The didactics gradually progress from lecturer-driven to
shared management to independent management. The student’s independence, responsibility
and personal initiative increase during the degree programme, enabling the student to gradually
become the professional intended by the degree programme.
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Vision of learning environment
The Hague University of Applied Sciences creates a strong learning environment by offering the
opportunity for independent learning, systematic supervision and by taking individual learning
needs into account. Learning in The Hague University of Applied Sciences’ learning environment
goes beyond cognitive goals; students receive feedback on their learning process, enabling them
to organise and monitor their own progress on a regular basis. All lecture rooms, for example,
are equipped with audio-visual equipment (such as SMART boards) and students have access to
various computer rooms (with both PCs and MacBooks) on which the necessary software has
been installed. Since the 2016-2017 academic year, a newsroom has also been available to
students working with media, as well as an Innovation Playground where students can
experiment with the latest technology.
Vision of lecturers
The degree programme has developed a vision of the ‘perfect lecturer’ for the Communication
programme. The perfect lecturer is committed, has an open view of the world and knowledge of
the professional field and is able to reflect on his or her own actions. This type of lecturer is
necessary to offer an education that ensures the academic success of students. The lecturer
serves as a role model for students and has a good idea about who the students are and what
they need to achieve the necessary development. The use of varying teaching formats and
making a clear link to professional practice enable the lecturer to actively respond to student
needs.

1.3 Structure of the study and educational programme

The Communication degree programme at The Hague University of Applied Sciences has
developed a new, future-proof curriculum. The full-time degree programme consists of four
academic years, while the International Communication Management (ICM) programme
comprises three. The academic years correspond to three levels of mastery indicators, so that
year 1 largely covers level 1, year 2 level 2 and years 3 and 4 level 3. Year 1 starts with a
‘simple’ context. Three domains are the focus of the first year: Marketing (block 2), Corporate
(block 3) and Public (block 4). The BoKS is offered as a ‘combined domain’ during this year. The
complexity increases in year 2, when students learn that the three domains are not as separate
as they may appear and have an impact on and influence each other. During this year, the BoKS
is offered ‘multi-domain’ and includes the combinations of Marketing & Corporate, Corporate &
Public and Public & Marketing. The complexity increases further during the third and fourth years
and case studies are used extensively in which the three domains are combined. In other words,
each level is accompanied by an increasingly complex context.

Programme structure based on mastery indicators
Learning tracks
The Communication degree programme curriculum consists of four learning tracks: the project
track, the knowledge track, the skills track and the mastery track.
The project track
The projects carried out by students are positioned within the context of professional practice as
much as possible. This brings professional practice inside the walls of The Hague University of
Applied Sciences as it were, where students can practise in a safe environment. Some of the
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projects require that students conduct field research in order to draw the right conclusions and
provide well-founded advice.
The knowledge track
The theoretical basis required by students is provided in the knowledge track. The knowledge
courses provide parallel support for the project as much as possible, so that students are able to
apply this knowledge in a professional situation, thereby facilitating context learning.
The skills track
The skills track covers all skills, but has a particular focus on research and language skills, as
these form the core of the degree programme. Other skills include presenting, networking and
interviewing skills.
The mastery track
The mastery track covers educational activities aimed at the student’s development of a
professional identity. The focus of this track is on researching and developing the student’s own
story: who am I, what am I capable of and what do I want? Key concepts in this learning track
are: Career writing, 21st-century skills, motivation and dialogical and meaning-oriented learning.
These are skills that teach students to move beyond borders, both in terms of the subject and
interpersonally. Students gradually learn to take control of their own studies, while the lecturer
serves more as a ‘coach-on-demand’ in the background. In the mastery track, students learn to
recognise their own role and the backgrounds of their choices in issues and problems in
communication practice.
THUAS focus, internationalisation and global citizenship
Apart from these main learning tracks, the education comprises three other important cornerstones: THUAS
focus, internationalisation and global citizenship.
Since, apart from the generic LOCO competencies, the degree programme also has its own
unique identity, this is expressed in a specific THUAS focus that is characterised by a
concentration on the core tasks of ‘analysing’, ‘advising’ and ‘managing’, with a greater focus
om managing communication processes than managing personnel.
The emphasis of the degree programme is on the ‘antenna and coordinator’s role’ of the
communications professional. The professional must be able to interpret developments in the
outside world. This also means being able to formulate a communication vision based on an
‘advanced coordinator’s view’ and, in this role, serve as a dialogue partner for management.
Secondly, our THUAS focus is inspired by the specific character of the city of The Hague as the
international capital of peace and justice. The international character of the city is partly shaped
by the presence of numerous (relatively large) international companies and organisations. The
Hague is also home to dozens of national organisations: Parliament, ministries, government
institutions and media representatives. All of this makes The Hague an environment with not
only a unique character, but also one that offers our communication students countless
possibilities for internships and thesis projects. In addition, students need to have the possibility
to immerse themselves in other societies and cultures to enable them to perform successfully in
an intercultural setting.
Internationalisation and global citizenship are incorporated into several layers within the school’s
education and expressed in different ways within the degree programmes, depending on the
dominant vision and available possibilities.
Global citizenship is the awareness that, even though you live in this country, you are involved
in the world, not just what happens within these borders:
• You are aware that the world does not end beyond what you know or the borders of
your country.
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•
•
•
•

You show respect and empathy for people from other parts of the world, whether they
live here or there.
You reflect on your connection to what takes place beyond the country’s borders and
what this means for you and others.
You prevent restriction (imposing group norms) and exclusion.
You are willing to take the necessary steps to work jointly towards mutual respect,
sustainability, a fair distribution of wealth, justice, peace and security.

Internationalisation and global citizenship primarily require an open attitude towards other
cultures and ways of thinking. It is important that students understand that culture is essential
to communication. Culture includes cultures outside the Netherlands as part of international
contacts, refugees and new countrymen, as well as sub-cultures. Cultures and sub-cultures may
be parents, natives of Limburg, teachers, Comic-Con fans or people from the Rotterdam and The
Hague region and its surroundings. A ‘sense’ of culture is not enough. Linking theoretical
knowledge to practice provides a firm foothold that supports and shapes a professional
approach. Language mastery alone is therefore not sufficient, but communicators must be able
to communicate flexibly and effectively in different settings, whether in Dutch or English.
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Electives and minors
All our programmes are based on the major-minor structure. The main component of your study
programme is called the major. You also have room to follow minors (30 EC). You are free to fill
in your minor segment to suit your own personal interests, learning goals and ambitions to
broaden or specialise. This could include the following:
*
*
*
*
*

Minors that are part of your own study programme (faculty minor)
Minors that are part of another study programme at THUAS (institution wide minor)
Minors at another higher education institution
Electives; up to a maximum of 15 EC
Individual courses from other programmes

For more information on minors and electives, see Student Portal > Faculties > Faculty
Management & Organisation >Courses > choose here your course > Electives and minors.
.
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Degree Programme Advisory Committees, Staff
and Student Councils and cooperation organisations
This chapter contains a brief description of the various councils and committees within
the degree programme. For more information on a specific committee or council, see the
Student Portal.
Examination Board
The Examination Board, which Communication Management shares with European
Studies, determines the official results of the examinations, of which the foundation
programme examination forms a specific part. The Examination Board is also
responsible for issuing study advice, evaluating and imposing sanctions in fraud cases
and for awarding diplomas.
The Exam Board also investigates and evaluates complaints regarding exams,
assignments and grading. The procedure for filing a complaint is as follows:
•
•

Students are expected to first participate in Exam Inspection and/or to discuss their
results and feedback with their teacher
If, after that consultation, the student is unsatisfied, they can contact the Exam Board to
file a complaint about the exam or to request a second assessment
The Exam Board is also in charge of special accommodations for students with special
needs. They work together with the Student Counsellor (Decaan) in this area and students
with special needs are asked to first contact the Decaan to discuss any special needs.
Assessment Committee
The Examination Committee is responsible for the quality of the examination process.
The Examination Committee carries out the following tasks on behalf of and under the
supervision of the Examination Board:
• Preparing the Examination Handbook, which contains programme-specific
procedures and guidelines.
• Monitoring compliance with the examination policy established in the
Assessment Handbook and the quality criteria.
Programme Committee
A Degree Programme Advisory Committee (DPAC) is associated with a degree programme
and consists of students and lecturers from that programme. A representative from the
professional field may also have a seat on the committee.
The committee has three tasks:
• To provide advice on the Education and Examination Rules and Regulations (OER) for
the degree programme. The DPAC has a right to endorse certain parts of the Education
and Examination Rules and Regulations (EER). Without these endorsements,
management may not implement them. Consulting on other parts of the EER is the
DPAC's right.
• To annually assess the implementation of the OER.
• To provide solicited and unsolicited advice to the Faculty Council and management team
regarding the education offered by the degree programme.
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The Degree Programme Advisory Committees is also included in the co-determination
process. They meet with the Programme Manager regarding such matters as the OER and
quality of the education.
More information on the Staff and Student Councils can be found at Student Portal >
Organisation & Policy > Participation in decision-making.
Curriculum Committee
The Curriculum Committee (CC) monitors the content and coherence of the curriculum.
The CC ensures the consistency of the didactics in the updated curriculum and monitors
the translation of the THUAS Bachelor and Degree Programme Plan to the curriculum.
The CC serves as a think tank and advises and reports directly to the management team.
Staff and Student Council or Faculty Council
Every faculty at The Hague University of Applied Sciences has its own Staff and Student
Council or Faculty Council.
The Staff and Student Council for the Faculty of Management & Organisation consists of
students and staff members from the degree programmes offered by the faculty. The
Faculty Council meets with the Dean of Faculty regarding such matters as the faculty
policy plan and faculty budget. The policy plan requires the approval of the Faculty
Council, whereas the council only provides advice on the budget. Faculty Council
meetings are open to the general public.
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Practical information
This chapter contains practical information on the degree programme, such as schedules, holidays
and breaks, the most important information channels, contact information, getting help during
your studies and facilities for students.

4.1 Student portal and Course information
Student Portal
The Student Portal (internal website for THUAS) contains all general information. The Student
Portal also gives you direct access to Blackboard and Osiris. You access the Student Portal by
logging in with your username and password.
Did you forget your password? Go to the IT Service Desk and present a valid identity document
and your username and they will create a new password for you.
Detailed instructions on the use of the Student Portal can be found at Student Portal > Services
> Facilities > Student Portal.
Course information
The Student Portal uses your personal profile. Your home page contains such information as
messages from the degree programme in which you are officially enrolled. Study information on
the degree programme can be found on the course page.
You can change your profile by clicking on the photo icon on the right top of the page. Select the
option: “My profile”.
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4.2 Course times and holiday schedule
Course times
1e hour
2e hour

08.45 - 09.30
09.30 - 10.15

3e hour
4e hour

10.30 - 11.15
11.15 - 12.00

5e hour
6e hour
7e hour

12.15 - 13.00
13.00 - 13.45
13.45 - 14.30

8e hour
9e hour

14.45 - 15.30
15.30 - 16.15

10e hour
11e hour

16.30 - 17.15
17.15 - 18.00

12e hour
13e hour

18.30 - 19.15
19.15 - 20.00

14e hour
15e hour
16e hour

20.15 - 21.00
21.00 - 21.45
21.45 - 22.30

START TERMS 2018-2019
Term 1: Monday, 27 August 2018 (week 35)
Term 2: Monday, 12 November 2018 (week 46)
Term 3: Monday, 4 February 2019 (week 6)
Term 4: Monday, 23 April 2019 (week 17)
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Student Holidays 2018-2019
Holiday

Date

Week

Autumn Break

Monday, 22 October 2018 through Friday, 26
43
October 2018

Christmas Break

Monday, 24 December 2018 through Friday, 4
52/1
January 2019

Spring Break

Monday, 25 February 2019 through Friday,
9
1 March 2018

Easter Weekend

Friday, 19 April 2019 through Monday,
22 April 2019

16/17

King's Day

Friday, 27 April 2019

17

Liberation Day

Sunday, 5 May 2019

18

Ascension Day + the following Thursday, 30 May 2019 through Friday, 31 May
22
Friday
2019
Whit Monday

Monday, 10 June 2019

24

Summer Holiday

Monday, 15 July 2019 through Friday,
30 August 2019

29-35

4.3 Information channels

The most important official information channels we use to communicate within the degree
programme are explained below.
• Student Portal:
The Student Portal is an official channel for communicating with students. Announcements to
large groups of students are usually posted on the Student Portal page, so it is important that you
check this page often.
• Blackboard:
Blackboard is the online learning environment for the degree programme. Every educational unit
is categorised under a separate course containing all study information. This includes lecture
assignments, knowledge clips, PowerPoint sheets and assigned reading. You can also interact
with fellow students via a forum, blog or wiki. Blackboard is also used to submit all written
assignments. The News menu in the THUAS student app lets you read news and Blackboard
messages posted by The Hague University of Applied Sciences.
• Osiris:
In Osiris, you can register for assessments and examinations. Your academic progress and all
exam results can also be accessed here. Osiris contains a brief description of every module. The
Osiris manual can be downloaded from the Student Portal.
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• Student app:
MyTHUAS gives students access to their class schedules, grades and important announcements
anywhere and anytime. Have comments or need help?. You can also contact the Front Office for
Facilities & IT for more information.
Scheduling Office
Lecture schedules
The lecture schedules for every lesson block are published on the Student Portal. These
schedules will not be changed unless unforeseen circumstances arise. However, changes to the
assigned rooms may take place, so make sure to check the schedules often. If you want to keep
your schedules up to date at all times, link your schedule to your agenda or download the
THUAS student app.
Examination schedules
The examination schedules are usually posted on Webber at least six weeks before the round of
exams commences. In the unlikely event that changes are made to the schedule, they will be
announced here. An Excel list with the final list of testing rooms will be posted in Osiris. At the
start of every academic year, detailed information on the examination organisation is provided
via the Student Portal.
Examination Office
The Examination Office is responsible for organising the examinations. The Education and
Examination Rules and Regulations (OER) serve as guidelines for the tasks and activities carried
out by the Examination Office, supplemented with the Test Regulations updated annually by the
Board of Directors. For questions regarding examination, you can contact the Front Office of the
Faculty (OV 2.43). A separate Examination Desk is opened during the examination periods.
Employee mailboxes
The mailboxes for lecturers are located in the hallway next to the Office OV 4.51.
Make sure to place items in the correct mailbox. You are personally responsible for ensuring this.
Information boards
The degree programme doesn’t have its own information boards with current announcements
regarding the programmes.
Information on the degree programme and academic progress
Information on the degree programme and academic progress can be found in Osiris.

4.4 Important addresses and contact information
Visitor’s address
De Haagse Hogeschool
Johanna Westerdijkplein 75
2521 EN Den Haag
The main phone number for the university of applied sciences is: +31 (0)70 445 88 88
The main building is open Monday to Thursday from 8 am to 11 pm and
Friday from 8 am to 7 pm.
Postal address
The Hague University of Applied Sciences
Programme International Communication Management
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Postbus 13336
2501 EH Den Haag
Enrolment Centre
Contact the Central Student Enrolment Office for all matters related to enrolling and deregistering
for your degree programme at The Hague University of Applied Sciences.
Phone :
Location:
Open:
Contact:

070 445 8585
OV. 1.02
Monday t/m Friday from 11.00-15:00.
use the contact form on the Student Portal: Service square, Enrolment and
deregistration

Front Office
Do you have a question and are not sure who to contact? Go to the Front Office. They would be
happy to answer your question or refer you further.
Phone:
Location:
Open:
Contact :

070 445 8600
0V 2.43
Monday t/m Friday from 8.30 – 17.00
e-mail : MO-Frontoffice@hhs.nl

Front Office FZ&IT
The Facilities & IT Front Office is the starting point for all your questions, requests, announcements
and complaints regarding services related to housing, IT support and facilities.
Phone:
Location:
Open:
Contact:

070 445 7777
OV. 1.67
Monday t/m Tuesday from 08.00 – 19.30. Friday from 08.00 – 17.00.
frontoffice@hhs.nl

Lecturers and employees
Information on employees of the university of applied sciences, including your degree
programme is available on the Student Portal. You can search for any staff member using WhoWhat-Where.
If you want to find out who the lecturer is for your degree programme, have a look at Osiris or
open the Schedule tab page in the THUAS student app and click on a schedule activity.
If you would like to contact a lecturer outside of lecture hours or schedule an appointment, send
an e-mail to the lecturer’s e-mail address. You can find out whether a lecturer is available via
Student Portal > Schedules. First find out whether a lecturer is in the staff room before entering.
Contact details
An overview of contact details for the faculties, service departments and facilities can be found
at Student Portal > Organisation & Policy > Who-What-Where >Contact and availability.

4.5 Registering for examinations and assessments

You can register for courses, exams, minors and specialised programmes in Osiris Student. Go
to the Registration tab page. First year students are registered automatically in Osiris Student.
Whether or not you will be able to register depends on whether registration has opened or the
deadline has passed. You will be informed by the degree programme when registration is open.
The Osiris manual can be downloaded from the Student Portal.
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4.6 Help during your studies

Not everyone experiences a smooth ride towards the finish line. Some of us need a little help
along the way. In some situations, you know the going will get tough. This may be because you
are combining your studies with professional sports or parenthood, you have not yet mastered
the Dutch language or because you have a functional limitation.
Or you may simply ‘get stuck’ during your studies, whether this is related to something at
school or in your private life. Either way, it is advisable to talk to a student counsellor as soon as
possible. He or she will discuss with you privately how to best resolve the problem.
More information on receiving help during your studies can be found at Student Portal >
Services > Guidance, counselling and training.
Student counsellor
You can sometimes be confronted with problems involving your degree programme or your
private life. If so, do not hesitate to talk to the student counsellor for your degree programme
about your situation. You can contact the counsellor for information, advice, guidance or a
second opinion regarding a question and/or problem you are having as a student, either within or
outside your degree programme.
The student counsellor uses his or her specific expertise and, if necessary, will refer you to the
student psychologist, social worker, PsyQ counsellor, etc. The student counsellor is also an
expert in current legislation and regulations, as well as the procedures that must be followed in
the event of a dispute.
All conversations with the student counsellor are confidential. The position of student counsellor
is a position of trust and involves a confidentiality obligation. This means that no information will
be provided to others without your explicit consent and knowledge. The student counsellors at
The Hague University of Applied Sciences are divided among the various degree programmes.
Want to find out who the student counsellor for your degree programme is? A list of student
counsellors can be found at Student Portal > Services > Guidance, counselling and training >
Student counsellor – overview by degree programme.
Educational Career Supervisor
Every class at ICM is assigned an Educational Career Supervisor (called a
Studieloopbaanbegeleider or SLB supervisor in Dutch) and every first-year student meets with
them regularly to discuss their academic performance.
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4.7 Provision of services to students

All services offered by the university of applied sciences (information, related documents and
forms) can be found in the Service Square on the Student Portal.
You can choose from the following categories.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Communication tools and products
Complaints, objections and appeals
Culture, sports and leisure
Enrolment and unenrolment
Facilities
Financial matters and arrangements
Guidance, counselling and training
Health, security and wellbeing
International
IT facilities
Library

You can also search within the Service Square by drilling down within the selected category. Do
you have any specific questions? Contact details are provided for every topic.
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OLP (Opleidingsleerplan) ICM
Erratum OER/OLP Communicatie/Communication (ICM)
Aanvraag 5 oktober 2018
Onderdeel
CO-ICM-FNL-M-18
Professional Proficiency Test
Project Proposal
CO-ICM-FNL-M-18
Professional Proficiency Test
Justification Report
CO-ICM-FNL-M-18
Professional Proficiency Test
Final Deliverable
CO-ICM-FNL-M-18
Professional Proficiency Test
Language Check
CO-VT-PROEF-H-18
Praktijkproef
Projectplan
CO-VT-PROEF-H-18
Praktijkproef
Verantwoordingsverslag
CO-VT-PROEF-H-18
Praktijkproef
Beroepsproduct
CO-VT-PROEF-H-18
Praktijkproef
Taalcheck
CO-DT-PROEF-H-18
Praktijkproef
Projectplan
CO-DT-PROEF-H-18
Praktijkproef
Verantwoordingsverslag
CO-DT-PROEF-H-18

Wijzingen semester 1
Eerste kans week 1.6 (ipv 1.4)
Herkansing week 1.9 (ipv 1.6)

Wijzigingen semester 2
Herkansing week 3.8 (ipv 3.6)

Eerste kans week 2.10 (ipv 2.8)
Eerste kans week 2.10 (ipv 2.8)
Eerste kans week 2.10 (ipv 2.8)
Eerste kans week 1.6 (ipv 1.4)
Herkansing week 1.9 (ipv 1.6)

Herkansing week 3.8 (ipv 3.6)

Eerste kans week 2.10 (ipv 2.8)
Eerste kans week 2.10 (ipv 2.8)
Eerste kans week 2.10 (ipv 2.8)
Eerste kans week 1.6 (ipv 1.4)
Herkansing week 1.9 (ipv 1.6)

Herkansing week 3.8 (ipv 3.6)

Eerste kans week 2.10 (ipv 2.8)
Eerste kans week 2.10 (ipv 2.8)
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Akkoord examen commissie

Praktijkproef
Beroepsproduct
CO-DT-PROEF-H-18
Praktijkproef
Taalcheck
CO-DT-RC-H-18
Reclamestrategie &
conceptontwikkeling
Toets 02
ES-ISCMINTCUL-18
Internal Communication

Eerste kans week 2.10 (ipv 2.8)
Eerste kans week 2.9 (ipv 1.9)
Herkansing week 3.10 (ipv 2.10)
De module heeft in het OLP een
verkeerde, al bestaande, code van
ES gekregen.
Moet worden: ES-ISCMINRNAL-18
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Huidige situatie
Second Year 2017-2018
Studiepunten

3

4

x

x

x

x

x

x

1
3

ES-ISCMJM-18

Journalism and Media

TOETS01

Journalism and Media, Theoretical Part

TOETS02

Journalism and Media, Practical Part

Nieuwe situatie
15

15

2

(*
aanwezigheidsplicht)
Werkvorm

Blokken

Onderw ijseenheid

Toetsvorm

Deeltoets
Toets
en
Minim um c m om ent
Cijfer / V/O
w egingsijfer
Herkansin
factor
g m om ent

4,5

PRESENTATION

4,5

PORTFOLIO

1.8 / 2.9
3.8 / 4.10
1.8 / 2.9
3.8 / 4.10

Cijfer
Cijfer

Kopie van bovenstaande code, aangezien deze al loopt, minus BL3 en 4
Hoorcollege

ES-ISCMJM-18

Journalism & m edia (blok)

TOETS01

Journalism and Media, Theoretical Part

x

PRESENTATION

50%

4,5

1.8 / 2.9

Cijfer

TOETS02

Journalism and Media, Practical Part

x

PORTFOLIO

50%

4,5

1.8 / 2.9

Cijfer

ES-ISCMJML-18

Journalism & m edia (lint)

TOETS01

Portfolio 1

x

x

PORTFOLIO

25%

4,5

3.8 / 4.10

Cijfer

TOETS02

Masterproof 1

x

x

OPDRACHT

25%

4,5

3.8 / 4.10

Cijfer

TOETS03

Portfolio 2

x

x

PORTFOLIO

25%

4,5

TOETS04

Masterproof 2

1 (blokm inor)

Hoorcollege

3&4 (lintm inor)

4,5
x
OPDRACHT
25%
x
Kopie van reguliere lintminor van COM, behalve de herkansingsmogelijkheden en hoogte cijfers
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4.8 / 4.10

Cijfer

4.8 / 4.10

Cijfer

Year 1
First Year 2018-2019
Blokken

Studiepunten

Onderw ijseenheid
1

3

CO-ICM-OC1-F-18

Organisational Com m unication I

TOETS01

Intro to Org. Communication I exam

2

3

4

Werkvorm (*
aanw ezigheidsplicht)

Toetsvorm

Toets
Deeltoetsen
Minim um
m om ent
w egingscijfer
factor
Herkansing
m om ent

Cijfer / V/O

Module
coordinator

Com petenties

Barry Verbeek

1, 2, 4, 5

(ZelfContact)studieuren
uren

21

Toets
duur
(m in)

63

HC + WC
X

HC4 / 5 (90)

WRITTEN EXAM
(MC + open Qs )

100%

5,5

1.8 / 2.9

Cijfer

PORTFOLIO

100%

5,5

1.8 / 2.9

Cijfer

90

WC (90)
3

CO-ICM-CTS-F-18

Critical Thinking Skills

TOETS01

Critical Thinking Skills portfolio

3

CO-ICM-IC-F-18

Intercultural Com m unication

TOETS01

Written Exam

3

CO-ICM-WS-F-18

English Skills

TOETS01

Introduction to Writing exam

TOETS02

Oral Presentation Presentation

CO-ICM-GIMS-F-18

Global Issues, Media and
Society

4

TOETS01

Gl. Issues, Media, Society I Portfolio

TOETS02

Gl. Issues, Media, Society II Pres.

16

Total ECTS Term 1

3

CO-ICM-OC2-F-18

Organisational Com m unication II

TOETS01

Intro to Org. Communication II exam

X

WC* (90)

X

HC (90)

X
X

WRITTEN EXAM

100%

5,5

1.8 / 2.9

Carla Wood

1,4

21

63

Dom ique
Darm on

2

21

63

Vacature

1, 2, 3, 4, 5

21

63

-

Cijfer

WC (90)

WRITTEN EXAM

50%

5,5

1.8 / 2.9

Cijfer

WC (90)

PRESENTATION

50%

5,5

2.8 / 3.9

Cijfer

90

90
Peter Hanssen

X
X

1, 2, 5

28

84

WC* (135)

PORTFOLIO

60%

5,5

1.8 / 2.9

Cijfer

-

WC* (90)

PRESENTATION

40%

5,5

2.8 / 3.9

Cijfer

-

Carla Wood

1

21

84

HC + WC
X

HC3 / 4 (90)

WRITTEN EXAM
(MC + open Qs)

100%

5,5

2.8 / 3.9

Cijfer

90

WC (90)
3

3

CO-ICM-ISP-F-18

Inform ation Seeking and
Processing

TOETS01

Source Finding

X

OPDRACHT

20%

5,5

2.8 / 3.9

Cijfer

-

TOETS02

Concept Map

X

OPDRACHT

30%

5,5

2.8 / 3.9

Cijfer

-

TOETS03

Essay

X

OPDRACHT

50%

5,5

2.8 / 3.9

Cijfer

CO-ICM-CB-F-18

Com m unication and Behaviour

TOETS01

Communication and Behaviour I exam

WC* (90)

Zah Kahar

HC (90)

WRITTEN EXAM

100%
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Cijfer

21

63

Dom inique
Darm on

X

1, 2

1

21

63
90

9

Total ECTS Term 2

3

CO-ICM-TCR-F-18

Theoretical Com m unication
Research

TOETS01

Paper

CO-ICM-DTP1-F-18

Design Thinking Project I

TOETS01

MAD DAY presentation

X

WC* (90)

TOETS02

Comm. and Behaviour II w ritten exam

X

HC (90)

3

CO-ICM-PRS1-F-18

Practical Research Skills I:
Interview ing

TOETS01

Interview ing portfolio

3

CO-ICM-ITM-F-18

Introduction to Marketing

TOETS01

Written Exam

5

14

Total ECTS Term 3

3

CO-ICM-EC-F-18

5

3

3

3

4

21

WC* (90)
X

OPDRACHT

WC* (90)

X

X

HC (90)

Ethical Com m unication

PRESENTATION
WRITTEN EXAM

PORTFOLIO

WRITTEN EXAM

100%

60%
40%

100%

100%

5,5

5,5
5,5

5,5

5,5

3.8 / 4.9

3.8 / 4.9
3.8 / 4.9

3.8 / 4.9

3.8 / 4.9

1

21

63

Peter Hanssen

1, 2, 3, 4

35

105

Cijfer

-

Cijfer

90
Peter Hanssen

1

21

63

Danielle Walsh

2, 4

21

63

Cijfer

-

Cijfer

HC (90)
5,5

Rob Cartw right
Cijfer

90

Dom inque
Darm on

1, 6

21

63

Peter Hanssen

1, 2, 3, 4

21

119

Cijfer

90

TOETS01

Ethical Communication exam

CO-ICM-DTP2-F-18

Design Thinking Project II

TOETS01

Test Plan and Prototype

X

WC (90)

OPDRACHT

20%

5,5

4.8 / 4.10

Cijfer

-

TOETS02

Pitch Presentation

X

WC (90)

PRESENTATION

40%

5,5

4.9 / 4.10

Cijfer

-

TOETS03

Creative Concept Development
portfolio

X

WC (90)

CO-ICM-DW-F-18

Digital Writing

TOETS01

Digital Writing portfolio

CO-ICM-DC-F-18

Digital Com m unication

TOETS01

Digital Communication portfolio

CO-ICM-BIMC-F-18

Integrated Marketing
Com m unication

TOETS01

Written Exam

CO-ICM-ECS-F-18

ECS

TOETS01

Portfolio

X

WRITTEN EXAM

100%

4.8 / 4.10

WC* (90)

X

X

WC (90)

WC (90)

PORTFOLIO

PORTFOLIO

PORTFOLIO

40%

100%

100%

5,5

5,5

5,5

4.8 / 4.10

4.8 / 4.10

4.8 / 4.10

Cijfer

WRITTEN EXAM

100%

5,5

4.8 / 4.10

X

ASSESSMENT

100%%

4.8 / 4.10
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21

63

Robert
Cartw right

1, 2, 4

21

63

Danielle Walsh

2, 4

21

63

Vacature

1, 2, 3, 4, 5

21

91

-

Cijfer

-

Cijfer

WC* (90)

Total ECTS Term 4

1, 3, 4, 5

Cijfer

WC (90)
X

Robert
Cartw right

V/O

90

-

Year 2
Second Year 2018-2019

Onderw ijseenheid
1

3

3

3

6

2

CO-ICM-BPM-M-18

2

3

(*
aanwezigheidsplicht)
Werkvorm

Blokken

Studiepunten

4

Toetsvorm

Toets
Deeltoetsen
Minim um
m om ent
w egingscijfer
factor
Herkansing
m om ent

Cijfer / V/O

Budgeting and Project
Managem ent

TOETS01

Budgeting and Project Management

CO-ICM-CCOM-M-18

Corporate Com m unication

HC + HC (or
HC/WC)

X

WRITTEN EXAM

100%

5,5

1.8 / 2.9

WRITTEN EXAM

TOETS01

Corporate Communication exam

CO-ICM-PCT-M-18

Public Com m unication Theory

TOETS01

Public Communication Theory exam

CO-ICM-MRP-M-18

Media Relations

TOETS01
TOETS02

Portfolio 1
Portfolio 2

X
X

WC* (135)
WC* (90)

PORTFOLIO
PORTFOLIO

40%
30%

5,5
5,5

1.8 / 2.9
1.8 / 2.9

Cijfer
Cijfer

TOETS03

Media Relations Theory exam

X

WC* (90)

WRITTEN EXAM

30%

5,5

1.8 / 2.9

Cijfer

CO-ICM-ECS2-H-18

ECS2

TOETS01

Portfolio

ASSESSMENT

100%

4.8 / 4.10

V/O

ORAL EXAM
PORTFOLIO

50%
50%

2.8 / 3.9
2.8 / 3.9

Cijfer
Cijfer

100%

5,5

1.8 / 2.9

WRITTEN EXAM

100%

5,5

1.8 / 2.9

17

Total ECTS Term 1

4

CO-ICM-AS-M-18

Advisory Skills

TOETS01
TOETS02

Advisory Skills exam
English: Report Writing portfolio

CO-ICM-PRS2-M-18

Practical Research Skills II

TOETS01
TOETS02

Practical Research Skills II portfolio
Content Analysis paper

CO-ICM-PPC-M-18

Project Public Com m unication

TOETS01

Project Public Communication paper

X

OPDRACHT

70%

5,5

2.8 / 3.9

Cijfer

TOETS02

Project Public
Communication presentation

X

PRESENTATION

30%

5,5

2.8 / 3.9

Cijfer

5

4

13

X
X

WC* (90)
WC (90)
WC (90)

X
X

PORTFOLIO
OPDRACHT

60%
40%

5,5
5,5

2.8 / 3.9
2.8 / 3.9

Total ECTS Term 2

Exchange or HHS Minor 1*

X

X

15

Exchange or HHS Minor 2*

X

X

Total ECTS Term 3 & 4
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28

56

Barry Verbeek

1, 2, 3, 4, 5

21

63

vacature

1, 2, 4, 5

21

63

Olivier
Nyirubugara

1, 2, 4, 5

42

126

Vacature

1,2,3,4,5

21

35

90

90

90

-

Barry Verbeek

1, 2, 5

35

77

Robert
Cartw right

1, 2

28

119

Walsh

1, 2, 3, 4, 5

21

91

Cijfer
Cijfer

WC (90)

15

30

5,5
5,5

1, 3

Cijfer

WC* (90)
X

Carla Wood

Cijfer

HC4 (90)
X

Com petenties

Cijfer

HC4 (90)
X

(ZelfToets
Contact)studie- duur
uren
uren
(m in)

Module
coordinator
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Year 3
Third Year 2018-2019
Blokken

Studiepunten

Onderw ijseenheid
1

2

3

4

Werkvorm (*
aanw ezigheidsplicht)

Toetsvorm

Toets
Deeltoetsen
m om ent
Minim um
w egingscijfer
factor
Herkansing
m om ent

Cijfer / V/O

CO-ICM-PPP-M-18

Professional Proficiency
Preparation

TOETS01

Project Proposal

TOETS02

Justification report

x

WC (90)

VERSLAG

45%

5,5

2.8 / 3.9

Cijfer

TOETS03

Strategic Communication Planning 2

x

WC (90)

PROF. PRODUCT

45%

5,5

2.8 / 3.9

Cijfer

CO-ICM-SCP1-M-18

Strategic Com m unication
Planning 1

TOETS01

Exam

3

CO-ICM-PSS-M-18
TOETS01

Placem ent Preparation
Placement Survival Skills

3

CO-ICM-CM-M-18

Change Managem ent

TOETS01

Change Management exam

11

3

20

Total ECTS Term 1

3

CO-ICM-AW-M-18

Advanced Writing

TOETS01

Advanced Writing

CO-ICM-PRS3-M-18

Practical Research Skills III

TOETS01

Portfolio

3

HC* (90) +
WC* (135)
x

WC (90)

x

WC (90)

X

WC
WC (90)

ASSIGNMENT

WRITTEN EXAM

10%

100%

5,5

5,5

1.8 / 2.9

1.8 / 2.9

X

100%

5,5

1.8 / 2.9

Cijfer

HC (90) + WC
(45)

WRITTEN EXAM
(MC + open Qs)

100%

5,5

1.8 / 2.9

Cijfer

WC (90)

PORTFOLIO

100%

5,5

2.8 / 3.9

Cijfer

PORTFOLIO

100%

5,5

10%

5,5

2.8 / 3.9

6

Total ECTS Term 2
CO-ICM-FNL-M-18 *

Professional Proficiency Test

TOETS01

Project Proposal

TOETS02

Justification report

X

x

45%

5,5

TOETS03

Final Deliverable

X

x

PROF. PRODUCT

45%

5,5

TOETS04

Language check

X

x

PROF. PRODUCT

0&%

CO-ICM-PLCM-M-18*

Placem ent

TOETS01

Justification report

x

x

PORTFOLIO

50%

5,5

4.8 / 4.10

Cijfer

TOETS02

Portfolio

x

x

PORTFOLIO

50%

5,5

4.8 / 4.10

Cijfer

19

34

ZELFSTUDIE

42

266

Danielle
Walsh

1, 2, 4, 5

14

70

Carla Wood

1

14

70

Zah Kahar

1

21

63

1.4/1.6 of
3.4/ 3.6
2.8 / 3.8 of
4.8 / Blok 5
2.8 / 3.8 of
4.8 / Blok 5
2.8/ 3.8 of 4.8
/ Blok 5

90

Vacature

1, 2, 3, 4, 5

14

70

Robert
Cartw right

1, 2, 3, 4, 5

14

70

1, 2, 4

28

392

1, 4 (2, 3, 5)

20

512

Cijfer
Cijfer
Cijfer
V/O
Barry
Verbeek

PRAKTIJK

Total ECTS Placem ent

Ingangseis
* first-year diploma and 68
ects HF
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Toets
duur
(m in)

90

Peter Hanssen
INDIVIDUAL
ASSIGNMENT
INDIVIDUAL
ASSIGNMENT

x

1, 2, 3, 4, 5

Cijfer

15

X

Peter
Hanssen

Cijfer

PORTFOLIO

WC* (90)

X

Com petenties

Cijfer

HC + WC
X

(ZelfContact)studieuren
uren

Module
coordinator

Exchange
ONLY FOR EXCHANGE STUDENTS
Werkvorm

Second Year 2017-2018
Blokken

Studiepunten

Onderw ijseenheid
1 2 3 4

3

3

11

ES-ISCMBUPRMA-18

Budgeting and Project Management

ES-ISCMCHMAN-18

Change Management

TOETS01

Change Management exam

TOETS01
TOETS02
4

ES-ISCMCMSTAK-18
TOETS01

3

3

3

Toetsvorm

Budgeting and Project
Management

TOETS01

ES-ISCMINTSS-18

(*
aanwezigheidsplich
t)

HC + HC (or
WRITTEN EXAM
HC/WC)

X

TOETS01

Communication and Behaviour I exam

ES-ISCMCONTAN-18

Content Analysis

TOETS01

Content Analysis paper

ES-ISCMCORCM-18

Corporate Communication

TOETS01

Corporate Communication exam

HC (90) + WC WRITTEN EXAM
(45)
(MC + open Qs)

X

x

100%

5,5

1.8 / 2.9

4,5
4,5

PORTFOLIO

X

REPORT

5,5

2.8 / 3.9

Competenties

HC (90)

WRITTEN EXAM

PAPER

WRITTEN EXAM

Toetsduur
(min)

63
90

Zah Kahar

1

21

63

Barry
Verbeek

1,2,5

42

266

Barry
Verbeek

1,2,5

21

63

Cijfer

100%

5,5

3.8 / 4.10
4.8 / 4.10

4.8 / 4.10

Cijfer
Cijfer

Cijfer

100%

5,5

2.8 / 3.9

90

Cijfer

100%

5,5

2.8 / 3.9

100%

5,5
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1.8 / 2.9

14

70

1

90

Olivier
Nyirubuga
ra

1, 2, 5

14

70

Barry
Verbeek

1, 2, 3, 4, 5

14

70

Cijfer

HC4 (90)
X

(Zelf)studieuren

Cijfer

WC* (90)
X

21

1,3

Dominique
Darmon
X

Contacturen

90

WRITTEN EXAM
x

Communicating w ith Stakeholders
Communication and Behaviour

100%

HC + WC

Intro. to Sustainability and
Stakeholder
Intro. to Sustainability and
Stakeholder exam
Intro. to Sustainability and
Stakeholder portfolio
Communicating w ith
Stakeholders *

ES-ISCMCOMBH-18

Deeltoets
Toets
Module
en
Minimumc moment
Cijfer / V/O coordinato
w egingsijfer
r
factor
Herkansin
g moment
Carla
Wood

Cijfer
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90

15

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

ES-ISCMCRISCC-18

Crisis Communication

vacature

TOETS01

Risk&Crisis Com. Theoretical part A

x

GROUP
ASSIGNMENT

TOETS02

Risk&Crisis Com. Theoretical part B

x

PORTFOLIO

21%

4,5

3.8 / 4.10

Cijfer

24%

4,5

4.8 / 4.10

Cijfer

24%

4,5

4.8 / 4.10

Cijfer

TOETS03

Risk&Crisis Com. Practical part A

x

GROUP
ASSIGNMENT

TOETS04

Risk&Crisis Com. Practical part B

x

PORTFOLIO

ES-ISCMCTS-18

Critical Thinking Skills

TOETS01

Critical Thinking Skills portfolio

ES-ISCMDIGITA-18

Digital Communication

TOETS01

Digital Communication portfolio

ES-ISCMDWSK-18

Digital Writing Skills

TOETS01

Digital Writing portfolio

ES-ISCMETCOM-18

Ethical Communication

TOETS01

Ethical Communication exam

ES-ISCMIMC-18

Integrated Marketing
Communication

TOETS01

Writtin Exam

ES-ISCMINTCUL-18

Internal Communication

TOETS01

Internal Communication exam

X

TOETS02

Internal Communication assignment

X

ES-ISCMINTRCO-18

Introduction to Communication

TOETS01

Introduction to Communication exam

ES-ISCMINTRM-18

Introduction to Marketing

TOETS01

Written Exam

21%

4,5

3.8 / 4.10

Cijfer

Carla
Wood
X

WC* (90)

PORTFOLIO

100%

5,5

1.8 / 2.9

WC (90)

PORTFOLIO

100%

5,5

4.8 / 4.10

WC (90)

PORTFOLIO

100%

5,5

4.8 / 4.10

1, 2, 4

100%

5,5

4.8 / Blok
4H

100%

5,5

4.8 / Blok4H

WRITTEN EXAM

100%

5,5

4.8 / Blok4H

Cijfer

ASSIGNMENT

0%

5,5

4.8 / Blok4H

P/ F

5,5

3.8 / 4.10

2, 4

WRITTEN EXAM

100%

5,5

3.8 / Blok 4

21

63
90

14

70
90

1

14

70

Cijfer

90
Danielle
Walsh

HC (90)

70
90

Zah Kahar
100%

14

Cijfer

HC (90) / WC
(90)

X

1, 6

Carla
Wood

WRITTEN EXAM

70

Cijfer

WC (90)

x

14

-

Danielle
Walsh
WRITTEN EXAM

70

Cijfer

WC (135)
X

14

-

Dominque
Darmon
WRITTEN EXAM

70

Cijfer

HC (90)
X

14

Cijfer
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90

-

Robert
Cartw right
X

63

Cijfer
Robert
Cartw right

X

1, 6

21

14

70
90

15

3

3

3

3

ES-ISCMJM-18

Journalism and Media

TOETS01

Journalism and Media, Theoretical
Part

x

x x

TOETS02

Journalism and Media, Practical Part

x

x x

ES-ISCMMEDREL-18

Media Relations Theory

TOETS01

Media Relations Theory exam

x

WRITTEN EXAM

50%

5,5

1.8 / 2.9

Cijfer

TOETS02

Assignment

x

ASSIGNMENT

50%

5,5

1.8 / 2.9

Cijfer

ES-ISCMMEDIAT-18

Media Theory

TOETS01

Media Theory exam

ES-ISCMORGCC1-18

Organisational Communication I

TOETS01

Intro to Org. Communication I exam

ES-ISCMORGCC2-18

Organisational Communication II

TOETS01

Intro to Org. Communication II exam

4,5

PRESENTATION

4,5

PORTFOLIO

1.8 / 2.9
3.8 / 4.10
1.8 / 2.9
3.8 / 4.10

1,4,5

84

336

Olivier
Nyirubuga
ra

1. 2, 3, 4, 5

14

70

Cijfer
Cijfer

HC4 (90)

90
Olivier
Nyirubuga
ra

HC (90) / WC
(90)
X

Olivier
Nyirubuga
ra

WRITTEN EXAM

100%

5,5

3.8 / 4.10

HC + WC WRITTEN EXAM
HC4 / 5 (90) (MC + open Qs
)
WC (90)

100%

5,5

1.8 / 2.9

14

70

Cijfer

90
Barry
Verbeek

X

2, 4

1 ,2, 4, 5

14

70

Cijfer

90

Carla
Wood

1

21

63

HC + WC
X

HC3 / 4 (90)

WRITTEN EXAM
(MC + open Qs)

100%

5,5

2.8 / 3.9

Cijfer

90

WC (90)
3

4

ES-ISCMPSS-18

Placement Survival Skills

TOETS01

Placement Survival Skills

WC
X

WC (90)

PORTFOLIO

100%

5,5

1.8 / 2.9

Cijfer

ES-ISCMPROPUB-18

Project Public Communication

TOETS01

Project Public Communication paper

X

PAPER

70%

5,5

2.8 / 3.9

Cijfer

TOETS02

Project Public
Communication presentation

X

PRESENTATION

30%

5,5

2.8 / 3.9

Cijfer

3

WC (90)

Public Communication Theory

HC4 (90)

Carla
Wood

1, 6

14

70

vacature

1, 2, 3, 4, 5

14

98

vacature

1, 2, 4, 5

14

70

ES-ISCMPUCM-18
TOETS01

Public Communication Theory exam

X

WRITTEN EXAM

100%

5,5

1.8 / 2.9

Cijfer

*ingangseis Intro. to
Sustainability and Stakeholder
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PREAMBLE
Every programme is required by law to draw up Programme and Examination Regulations
[Onderwijs- en Examenregeling, OER], hereinafter also referred to as ‘the Regulations’. The
Regulations provide information about the programme, the applicable procedures and the rights
and obligations attached to the programme and examinations. The Regulations form an integral
part of Part 2 of the Students’ Charter.
The Regulations are laid down by the department manager of the faculty responsible for the
programme and are valid for the duration of one academic year. The Regulations applicable to any
previous academic years are therefore no longer valid in a new academic year. If changes are made
to the Regulations, sufficient transitional measures will be taken for current students. The
transitional measures are described separately in this document.
These Regulations focus on the position of the student, however they also apply to external
students, with the exception of the provisions covering academic career advice and study
counselling. This means that the term ‘student’ may also refer to an ‘external student’. For ease
of readability, a student is referred to as ‘he’ in this document. The use of 'he' is also taken to
mean ‘she’.
Where in the PER the term ‘in writing’ is used, this can also be read as ‘by email’. Thus ‘in writing’
can also be understood as ‘by email’.
This does not alter the fact that the phrase ‘in writing or by email’ still may occur.
The degree programme annually assesses the teaching by the Beleid, Advies en Kwaliteitsteam of
the faculty (WHW, article 7.13 (2a1)).
These Regulations are available in digital format on the Student Portal. A hard copy can be viewed
at the front office of the Faculty Management & Organisation.
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DEFINITIONS
The terms used in these Regulations have the following definitions:
Academic year
Accelerated
programme
Appeals

Associate degree
programme
(AD programme)
Bachelors degree
programme
Coach
Competency
Contacthour
Credit
CROHO
Cumulative testing
Department manager
Diploma

Disability
Dual programme

EC
Education programme

Elective

The period commencing on 1 September and ending on
31 August of the following year.
A programme in which the regular number of credits are offered
and assessed in a shorter time frame, for instance, 240 study
credits in three years.
Legal procedure at the Examination Appeals Board or the
Disputes Committee, aimed at reconsideration by a different
body.
An independent degree programme without a propaedeutic
phase and with a study load of 120 credits that leads to the
award of an Associate degree (WHW, article 7.3a(2a)).
An independent degree programme with a propaedeutic phase
and a study load of 180 or 240 credits that leads to the award
of a Bachelor’s degree (WHW, article 7.3a(2b)).
Officer who helps the student with progress in his/her studies
and in personal and professional areas.
An integrated set of skills, knowledge, understanding and
attitudes required to create professional products in a
professional context that meet the prevailing quality standards.
The unit used to express study load. In accordance with the
European Credit Transfer System (ECTS), one credit is
equivalent to 28 hours of study (WHW, article 7.4(1)).
Central Register for Higher Education Degree Programmes
A means of assessment in which the assessed content from the
previous assessment is reassessed in one or more subsequent
assessments.
The officer in charge of a faculty.
The documentary evidence issued when an examination
candidate has successfully completed either the propaedeutic
examination or the final examination of the programme or the
AD programme, as referred to in WHW, article 7.11(1).
A visible or invisible functional disability as a result of a
handicap or chronic illness. This may concern various physical
disabilities, chronic illnesses, psychological illnesses or dyslexia.
A programme in which one or more periods of study (the study
component) are alternated with programme-related professional
practice (the practical component) (WHW, article 7.7(2)).
Professional practice takes place on the basis of an agreement
concluded by the programme, the student and the employer
(WHW, article 7.7(5)).
European Credit; An EC is the unit of the study load in the
ECTS, European Credit Transfer System (ECTS). One EC is
equivalent to one credit and represents 28 study load hours.
The whole of the units of study (including work placements and
units of study to be chosen by the student in the minor
segment) and the corresponding tests forming part of the
propaedeutic year and the post first-year programme, or of the
Associate degree programme.
A unit of study that can be used in the minor segment. This
might be an optional module, membership of a programme
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Elite athlete

Elite performance
Exam Board

Examination

Examination Appeals
Board
Examiner
Honours programme
Executive Board
External student

Faculty
Faculty Council
Force majeure
Fraud

committee, or major programme courses offered by another
programme at the University or externally.
A student who participates in national and international
competitions at the highest level and has been granted this
status by The Netherlands Olympic Committee*Netherlands
Sports Confederations (NOC*NSF), or a student practising his
sport at the highest national level. The student must spend a
weekly average of at least 15 hours on the sports activity.
High-level performance, which places the student among the
top performers on national or international level in his discipline,
at the Executive Board's discretion.
The body responsible for objectively and expertly establishing
whether a student meets the conditions set out in the
Programme and Examination Regulations concerning the
knowledge, understanding and skills required for the award of a
degree (WHW, article 7.12(2)). This body is also responsible for
securing the quality of the organization and procedures
regarding exams and examinations.
An examination has been taken if the tests for all units of study
forming part of a programme or the propaedeutic phase of a
programme have been successfully completed, to the extent the
Exam Board has not determined that its own assessment of the
examinee’s knowledge, understanding and skills also forms part
of the examination (WHW, article 7.10(2)). A distinction is
made between the propaedeutic examination, which concludes
the propaedeutic phase, and the final examination, which
concludes the programme.
The Examination Appeals Board of The Hague University of
Applied Sciences, as referred to in WHW, article 7.60 (see also
the Examination Appeals Board Regulations in Part 1 of the
Students’ Charter).
A lecturer or representative appointed by the Exam Board with
responsibility for conducting tests and establishing the results
thereof (WHW, article 7.12c(1)).
A programme within a programme, additional to the study load
of the regular Bachelor’s programme, subject to predefined
selection criteria.
The governing body of The Hague University of Applied
Sciences as referred to in WHW, articles 10.2 and 1.1(j).
A person enrolled as an external student at The Hague
University of Applied Sciences and under WHW, article 7.36,
only has the right to sit the tests for the units of study
corresponding to the programme as well as the examinations
corresponding to the programme and, in principle, has the right
to access the University’s facilities and collections (such as the
library).
A programme or group of programmes under the leadership of a
department manager.
A sub-council [deelraad] as referred to in article 10.25 of the
WHW, that forms the representative advisory body at academy
level.
Force majeure applies in the event it is impossible to perform an
obligation for causes not attributable to the defaulting person
concerned.
A student’s acts or omissions that make it wholly or partially
impossible to assess that student’s knowledge, understanding
and skills properly.
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Full-time programme
Irregularity

Major
Minor
Minor segment

Module description

Objections
OSIRIS
OSIRIS Zaak
Participation
requirement
Part-time programme

Plagiarism
Post first-year
programme
Practical component
Practical exercise

Propaedeutic phase

Profiling Fund

Programme

A programme of which practical training (such as work
placements) forms an integral part.
An act or omission committed by a student in contravention of
the test rules, or in contravention of the fraud regulations as
stipulated in the Programme and Exam Regulations as stated in
chapter 8 of the PER.
The component of the programme which also enables a student
to acquire the required competencies as set out in the relevant
profile.
A related unit of study worth 15 credits to be used in the minor
segment.
Part of the programme the student is free to fill in for the
purpose of broadening his general knowledge or to enable him
to deepen his substantive knowledge of the major programme
competencies. The minor segment is worth 30 to 45 credits for
full-time programmes and 15 to 30 credits for part-time, dualand three-year-programmes.
A description of the contents of the unit of study, which, where
applicable, incorporates information about aspects such as the
language of instruction, tests and compulsory participation in
practical exercises. The module descriptions are provided on
Blackboard and Osiris.
Legal procedure at the Exam Board or another body that has
taken a decision with legal consequences, aimed at
reconsideration by the same body.
The digital academic progress system in which all of the study
data from all students is recorded.
OSIRIS application in which the student can submit requests,
objections and complaints to the Exam Board and to the Legal
Protection Office.
A requirement for the student to actively participate in a
practical exercise or preparation for a practical exercise.
A programme, the structure of which takes account of the
possibility that the student will also be involved in activities
other than programme-related activities. These activities may be
designated as units of study (WHW, article 7.27).
A form of fraud where the work of others or one’s own earlier
published work is used by a student in his own work without
correctly stating the source.
The part of a programme that follows the propaedeutic
phase.
The component of a dual programme involving professional
practice as part of the programme.
A practical exercise (WHW, article 7.13(2d)) that focuses on
the acquisition of specific skills. This includes in all cases the
dissertation, creating a report or a draft version, undertaking a
work placement, taking part in fieldwork or excursions and
conducting tests or experiments.
The first block of the bachelor’s degree programme with a study
load of 60 ECTS that precedes the main phase and in which
students gain an understanding of the content of the degree
programme and their future profession.
Name of the fund established by the institution to facilitate the
financial support of a student enrolled at the institution who has
fallen behind or is expected to fall behind in his studies as a
result of a special circumstance.
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Programme and
Examination
Regulations (PER)
Programme
Committee

Propaedeutic phase

Sub-assessment
Shortened
programme
Student
Student counsellor
Students’ Charter

Study advice

Study career adviser

Study component

A programme constitutes a coherent whole of units of study,
the aim of which is to acquire competencies or achieve goals
relating to knowledge, understanding, attitudes and skills, which
the person should possess upon completion of the programme
(WHW, article 7.3(2)). Programmes may be offered as full-time,
part-time or dual programmes. Where reference is made in these
Regulations to a programme, this is taken to mean a Bachelor’s
programme, including the AD programme, if a programme is
offered in this variant.
The Regulations [Onderwijs- en Examenregeling, OER]
containing clear and accurate information about the programme,
the applicable procedures and rights and obligations with
respect to the programme and the examinations (WHW, article
7.13(1) and (2)).
An advisory committee established for each programme or
group of programmes with responsibility for providing advice on
promoting and safeguarding the quality of the programme
(WHW, article 10.3c new and WHW, article 10.17, sections 38). The Programme Committee is a participation body.
The first period of the programme, prior to the post first-year
programme, in which students gain an understanding of the
content of the programme and the future profession. Selection
and referral are possible at the end of this phase (WHW, article
7.8(5)).
An examination of the knowledge, understanding and/or skills of
the student which is allocated a result and which forms part of
an assessment (see below).
A Bachelor’s programme, the structure of which has been
adapted to a shorter duration due to individual exemptions
based on the student’s prior education.
A person who is enrolled at The Hague University of Applied
Sciences in a programme, and whose rights include, among
others, the right to pursue education at the University.
The independent officer who advises students and provides
support if they have personal problems of a tangible or
intangible nature, and provides mediation, where necessary.
The Students’ Charter consists of two parts: the institutionspecific section (Part 1) and the (partially) programme-specific
section (Part 2). Part 1 sets out the rights and obligations of
students and those of the University, and contains an overview
of the regulations that protect students’ rights. Part 2 contains
the Programme and Examination Regulations, a general
description of the programme structure and student facilities,
including academic student counselling (WHW, article 7.59).
Advice provided to a student on the continuation of studies
within or outside the programme, which is issued at the end of
the first year of enrolment for the propaedeutic phase or until
the student has passed the propaedeutic examination
(WHW, article 7.8(b). Positive, preliminary or binding negative
study advice may be given.
The study career adviser supports the process in which the
student controls the content of his education programme by
carrying out activities aimed at enabling him to gain an
understanding of what motivates him, his talents and outlook.
The study career adviser is sometimes referred to as a coach.
The component of the dual programme that involves pursuing
the studies provided by the programme.
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Study guide
Test

Test rules

Three-year HBO-track

Unit of study
University
WHW
Variant
Working day

WSF 2000

Information guide for students for one or more degree
programmes which in all cases contains the PER, OLP and
practical information.
A test is an examination of the knowledge, understanding and
skills of the student as well as the assessment of the results of
this examination. A test may consist of several partial tests.
The term ‘test’ has the same meaning as the term tentamen as
used in WHW, article 7.10.
Further provisions concerning tests and partial tests, relating
among other things to registration, attendance, submission
method and submission period of assignments, conduct,
permissible aids and prohibited acts.
A track within a bachelor’s programme with a study load of 180
credits, and a nominal duration of three years, accessible only
to those who hold a vwo diploma or a diploma deemed
equivalent by the University (WHW, article 7.9a).
A comprehensive component of the programme that is
concluded with a test (WHW, article 7.3(2)). A unit of study
may also be referred to as ‘course’, ‘subject’, or ‘module’.
The Hague University of Applied Sciences.
The abbreviation for the Dutch Higher Education and Research
Act (Wet op het hoger onderwijs en wetenschappelijk
onderzoek). Visit: www.wetten.nl (in Dutch).
The division of a degree programme into full-time, part-time or
dual programmes.
All days of the year with the exception of Saturdays, Sundays,
public holidays and leave days that have been officially
designated as such for the staff of The Hague University of
Applied Sciences.
Student Financing Act 2000 (Wet op de Studiefinanciering
2000) and subsequent additions and amendments.
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PROGRAMME AND EXAMINATION REGULATIONS
Chapter 1.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

Article 1.1
Scope
1. These Regulations apply to the full-time, part-time, and three-year ICM variants of the
Communication programme for the 2018-2019 academic year.
2. The student cannot derive any rights from the Programme and Examination Regulations that
were valid in previous academic years, unless stated expressly that they form part of a
transitional arrangement as referred to in Article 3.5.
Article 1.2
Information provision
1. The programme will provide students with information about the education programme in good
time via the Student Portal or Blackboard.
2. The programme will make the lesson and test timetable for the entire study period available
to students at least ten working days prior to commencement of the study period.
3. The programme will not subsequently change the timetables made available to students unless
unforeseen circumstances arise. In the event of unforeseeable events, the programme will
announce timetable changes as soon as possible.
4. The student is responsible for regularly consulting his University email address, the Student
Portal and Blackboard.
5. Unless stated otherwise, any communication with the Exam Board will be via OSIRIS Zaak.
Article 1.3
Exam Board
1. Every faculty of the university has one or more Exam Boards. For the Communication
programme this is the Exam Board ESCOM. The Board can be reached by way of
examencommissieESCOM@hhs.nl and during consultation hours. Requests to the Exam Board
are handled electronically through OSIRIS Zaak, a module in OSIRIS. OSIRIS Zaak can be found
in a separate tab in OSIRIS. A short guide can be found on the OSIRIS page on the intranet.
2. The Exam Board is the body that determines in an objective and professional manner whether
a student meets the conditions set out in the Education and Exam Rules and Regulations
concerning the knowledge, understanding and skills required for passing the final examination
and obtaining the diploma.
3. The Exam Board’s duties and powers are set out in the Regulations of the Exam Board. The
rules governing these duties and powers are set out in the Bylaws of the Exam Board.
4. A student may contact the Exam Board on matters such as:
a. a request for exemption from one or more tests;
b. a request for exemption from compulsory participation in practical exercises with a view
to being permitted to take the relevant test, whether or not being subjected to alternative
requirements;
c. a request for exemption from the entry requirement for taking a test;
d. a request concerning admission to a shortened or accelerated track;
e. a request concerning admission to an honours programme;
f. a request concerning admission to a minor or other way of filling in the minor segment;
g. a request concerning extension of the validity period of a test or partial test the student
has passed;
h. postponement of the conferment of a diploma;
i. a request concerning adapted and other facilities for students with a disability or those
suffering from a chronic illness;
j. a request concerning study facilities for students who perform elite sports, or perform at
elite level in a cultural or other field;
k. a request concerning a departure from the Regulations if the application thereof would
result in paramount unfairness;
l. an objection against an examiner’s assessment.
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Article 1.4
Legal protection
1. A student may lodge an objection with the Exam Board against the following:
a. late announcement of the results of a test or partial test;
b. an examiner’s assessment;
c. the manner in which an obvious error as referred to in paragraph 6 is rectified.
2. A student must submit an objection within 20 working days after the result has been officially
published in OSIRIS, or within 20 working days of the date on which the result should have
been published in OSIRIS if he objects to late announcement of the result.
3. If deemed necessary by the Exam Board, it will hold a hearing at which both the student and
the examiner will be heard.
4. If the examiner against whom an objection has been lodged is a member of the Exam Board,
the examiner will not be involved in handling the objection.
5. The Exam Board will inform the student of its decision in writing, no later than 15 working
days after the date on which it has received the student’s objection.
6. The Exam Board may rectify an obvious error in OSIRIS until two months after publication of
the result in OSIRIS at the latest. The Exam Board will inform the student that the error has
been rectified in writing.
7. A student may lodge an appeal against an examiner’s or Exam Board decision with the Legal
Protection Desk via OSIRIS Zaak within six weeks, which period takes effect the day after the
decision has been communicated to the student in writing. The procedure and requirements
applicable to a notice of appeal are set out in Part 1 of the Students' Charter.
8. Refusal to take a decision within the period laid down pursuant to the law or to the Regulations,
or if no such period has been stipulated, within six working weeks, is deemed equivalent to a
decision.
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Chapter 2.

PROGRAMME

Article 2.1
Aim of programme
Every graduate of THUAS leaves the programme as a world citizen.
Communication is everywhere, both between people as between organisations. These processes
need support and management by sharp, goal driven thinkers who can see through these processes
quickly. A communication professionals is at the centre of organisations: someone who does
research, coaches, but above all someone who connects people and organisations.
In four years’ time (or three in the case of ICM) the Communication programme prepares students
to take on this role. Five nationally established competencies form the basis of a curriculum that
continuously connects theory to practice. During the second half of the programme students will
be given the opportunity to create focus in their study by way of minors, placement and graduation
project.
Article 2.2
Programme profile
This programme is based on the national programme profile
http://www.vereniginghogescholen.nl/opleidingsprofielen.
The
following
correspond to this profile:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

described on
competencies

Analysing and researching
Developing communication policies and advising on them
Planning and organizing
Creating and implementing
Representing

1. Analysing and research: in a pro-active way the communication professional signals
developments in the internal and external environment for his organisation or assignment
provider. He signals relevant developments in the political, social, economic, technological,
intercultural and specialist environment and converts that information into knowledge that is
relevant to the organisation. He initiates, executes, orders and evaluates the results of research
and analysis. He determines the relevance of signalled trends, behavioural changes and shifts at
a national and international level, and places these in a short-term, medium-term and long-term
perspective. He brings the results to a level of strategic policy-making and translates this into
conclusions and recommendations.
2. Developing and advising on communication policy: the communication professional advises on
and develops communication policies that contribute to an optimum realisation of the
organisation’s objectives and organisation’s strategy. He is aware of the mutual influence of
communication policy and other policy areas. Subsequently, on the basis of the set
communication policy he can determine what the best strategy is to attain the communication
objectives. He can provide sound advice on the communication tools that can be used, taking
into account objectives, target groups, public groups and actors. In doing so, he recognises the
financial and budgetary consequences of his choices, and also assesses the social and ethical
consequences in the selection process.
3. Planning and organising: the communication professional organises and plans the execution of
the organisation’s communication policy and communication means, taking into account the
policy cycle. He wins support for more or less extensive and complex communication projects,
manages them, coordinates and is accountable to the (internal) assignment provider for the
results obtained.
4. Creating and realising: in order to attain communication objectives with various target groups,
communication means need to be realised. This may involve both periodic and non-periodic
activities for internal and external target groups. The communication professional is responsible
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for the design, execution and production of communication means (concepts, means and
content).
5. Representing: the communication professional knows the organisation well and
displayssufficient environmental sensitivity to act as ambassador for the organisation when the
organisation is in the public eye, both invited and uninvited. He can assess issues and
information for various target groups and public groups, and communicate in such a way that
the interests and image of the organisation are served.
Article 2.3
Study programme structure
The Communication programme is offered as a full-time and a part-time programme, as well as a
three-year track, which is taught in English.
Article 2.4
Language of instruction
1. The programme’s language of instruction is Dutch and partially English for the four-year track.
The three-year track ICM has English as a medium of instruction.
2. If a unit of study is offered in another language, this will be clearly stated in the module
description of the relevant unit of study, in accordance with the Foreign Languages Code of
Conduct contained in Part 1 of the Students' Charter.
Article 2.5
Admission to the programme
Programme admission is governed by the University’s Enrolment and Disenrolment Regulations on
Bachelor’s Degree Programmes. Information on admission requirements and conditions can be
found on www.dehaagsehogeschool.nl.
Article 2.6
Study load
The programme study load is 240 credits for the four year programme, of which 60 credits are
awarded for the propaedeutic phase and 180 for the post first-year programme. This
notwithstanding, the study load of the three-year HBO-track as referred to in article 2.8 is 180
credits, of which 60 credits are awarded for the propaedeutic phase and 120 for the post firstyear programme.
Article 2.8
Accelerated and shortened tracks
1. This programme features a three-year English HBO-track (ICM). This is a compact, in-depth
track with a study load of 180 credits, only accessible to those who hold a vwo diploma or a
diploma deemed equivalent by the Admission Committee. This track has a nominal duration of
three years. Provisional measures for those students who have enrolled in an accelerated track
with a study load of 240 credits before the academic year 2015-2016 are described in article
3.5.
2. Any student wishing to be admitted to a three-year HBO-track must indicate this when
applying in Studielink. The Admission Committee decides on the student’s eligibility for this
track pursuant to the stipulations in article 7.9a of the WHW.
3. Any student wishing to apply for a shortened track may submit a request in writing to the
Exam Board, stating reasons. The request must be accompanied by supporting documents,
and submitted to the Exam Board, through “Osiris Zaak”, no later than five working days after
the education programme has commenced.
4. The Exam Board decides on requests ex sub-article 2 and 3 of this article within a period of
15 working days.
Article 2.9
Additional costs
1. Student enrolment is not conditional upon any financial contribution other than the payment
of tuition fees.
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2. The purchase of certain educational materials or tools is deemed necessary for the programme.
The costs are estimated to be €500 per academic year. The educational materials or tools
required are as follows:
a. Study books
b. Software licencies.
3. Costs may also be attached to excursions and working visits as part of the education
programme. If the student is unable to pay these costs, an equivalent option providing the
achievement of the same academic goals, will be offered; the relevant application procedure
is given in the module description of the relevant programme component.
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Chapter 3.

EDUCATION PROGRAMME

Article 3.1
Structure of the education programme
1. An academic year consists of two semesters.
2. The academic calendar in Appendix 1 shows the academic year divided into periods, including
the periods in which tests are held,
3. The units of study that make up the programme are described in Appendix 2, which at least
includes the following for each unit of study:
a. the name of the unit of study;
b. whether the unit of study forms part of the qualitative criterion applicable to study advice;
c. the period(s) in which the unit of study is offered;
d. the competencies corresponding to the unit of study;
e. the teaching method(s) used, and compulsory attendance and/or participation requirement
of tutorials and practical training, where applicable;
f. the number of contact hours and hours of independent learning;
g. the number of credits;
h. the test format, including the weighting factors for partial tests, where applicable;
i. the week in which the test will be held.
Article 3.2
Work placements, activities and professional practice
1. The four-year programme involves an orientation work placement in year 2. The condition for
participation in the orientation placement is that students have gained at least 50 credits in
their first year. The flex programme in year 3 / 4 features an in-depth work placement.
Students qualify for the in-depth placement if they have their first year (propedeutic) diploma,
passed their orientation placement and 30 ECs from their second year of the programme.
2. Part-time students qualify for the practical assessment if they have met the following
requirements:
• The student has been awarded their first year diploma
• The student has been awarded a minimum of 115 credits in the main phase of the
programme
Four-year students, who started the second year of programme in or before 2016/2017,
qualify for the practical assessment if they have met the following requirements:
• The student has been awarded their first year diploma
• The student has been awarded a minimum of 115 credits in the main phase of the
programme, and the second year is complete (all credits have been awarded).
• The in-depth work placement has been completed
• “Redigeren 2” has received passing mark
Four-year students who started the second year of the programme in 2017/2018 qualify for
the practical assessment if they have met the following requirements:
• The student has been awarded their first year diploma
• All major courses from the flex programme 3/4 have been awarded credits. “Zelfregie
3” and “Publicatie” are not considered major courses because they are linked to the
practical assessment.
ICM students qualify for the placement and practical assessment if they have received their first
year diploma and 68 ECs from year 2 and 3.
3. Further information, provisions and conditions are described in the relevant placement guides.
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Article 3.3
Minors and electives
1. The minor segment is worth 30 to 45 credits for full-time Bachelor’s programmes and 30
credits for part-time and three year tracks. The purpose of the minor segment is to broaden
and deepen the professional competencies applicable to the major programme.
2. The periods reserved for the minor segment are stated in Appendix 2. The minors and electives
organised by the programme in Communication are listed in Appendix 2.
3. The minor segment may be filled in within or outside of the programme as follows:
a. minors, i.e.
1° minors not subject to entry requirements, although not exclusively;
2° minors subject to entry requirements, among others due to their in-depth nature;
3° minors at another higher education institution;
b. a work placement
c. electives, i.e.
1° electives held at the University;
2° electives at another higher education institution;
3° major courses given by another programme, whether or not at the University;
4° special tasks, such as a role as a tutor or mentor, or a task on the Faculty PR
committee;
5° a work placement abroad.
4. The minors and electives in which the student may enrol without requiring individual
assessment by the Exam Board are stated in the list published on the Student Portal.
5. The student must submit a request to the Exam Board at least 15 days prior to the
commencement of the relevant minor or elective in the following cases:
a. if the student wishes to follow a minor or elective at the University or externally which
is not included in the list referred to in paragraph 5;
b. if the student wishes to request exemption from components in the minor segment
based on past results achieved in another programme.
6. If the student performs special tasks as part of the elective as referred to in Article 3.3(3)(c)(4),
3 credits will be awarded if the assessment is satisfactory, to the extent the following
conditions have been met:
a. the student plays an active role on the relevant committee, and where applicable attends
at least 80% of the committee meetings;
b. the student must write a report on the activities he has performed as part of his special
role, including timekeeping records, and will send it to either the Exam Board or an
examiner designated by the Exam Board before the end of the relevant academic year;
c. the student does not receive any financial assistance from the Profiling Fund for his
committee membership.
7. If the student uses a work placement abroad in line with THUAS minor-policy as referred to in
Article 3.3(3)(b)(5) as an elective, he must report on his activities. The Exam Board will
determine the manner of reporting.
Article 3.4
Honours programmes
The programme does not feature an honours programme.
Article 3.5
Transitional measures
If the content of a module changes, students will receive two opportunities to resit the “old style”
exam in the following year after the change. This right lapses at the beginning of the second year
after the module has changed. Students will then be required to take the new assessment. The
type of assessment may change, however, as long as the required material remains constant.
Transitional measures graduation ICM (2nd semester of year 3)
Transitional measures have been put into place for students who started ICM in 2015//2016 or
earlier and are graduating in 2018/2019. The final placement will receive the same number of
credits, but students are required to do the new Graduation Assignment of 15 credits. These
students will then be required to do an extra assignment, ECS 3, for 1 credit in order to be awarded
the 16 credits in total for the final placement.
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OLP 17-18

OLP 18-19

Final Paper

16 credits

Placement

21 credits

15 credits (new name:
Graduation
Assignment)
21 credits

Extra/
ter
compensatie
ECS 3 (Educational
Career Supervision 3)
1 credit

Transitional measures graduation four-year programme (COVT)
The 4th year of the four-year programme in 2018-2019 will form a transitional phase for students
that started the Communication programme in 2015-2016 or earlier. In order to qualify for
graduation the modules Management & Organisatie 2 and Adviseren 2, must be complete. The
final paper has been replaced by a Practical Assessment. Moreover, the minor segment of 30
credits is to be completed in the 4th year.

In-depth
work
placement
Research
and
Communication (Final
Paper)

OLP 17-18
30 ects

OLP 18-19
30 ects

Extra/ compensation
N.v.t.

23 ects

23 ects (New name:
Practical Assessment)

N.v.t.
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Chapter 4.

TESTS

Article 4.1
Tests and partial tests
1. A unit of study concludes with a test.
2. A test may consist of several partial tests.
Article 4.2
Testing method and time at which tests are held
1. Appendix 2 describes the testing method for every unit of study. In special cases the Exam
Board may decide to depart from these methods.
2. The time at which a test and any partial tests are held will be published in the schedule no
later than ten working days prior to commencement of the unit of study.
Article 4.3
Conditions for participating in tests
1. The student is obliged to comply with the test rules, and if applicable, the digital test rules.
These rules have been published on the Student Portal. They set out additional provisions
concerning registration, attendance, the manner in which assignments should be handed in
together with the specified period for doing so, rules of conduct and suchlike. If a student sits
a test or partial test as part of a programme other than that for which he has enrolled, the
specific rules laid down for administering tests and partial tests by the programme holding the
test apply.
2. If it is compulsory for a student to take part in practical exercises or/and there is a participation
requirement, such as practical training or tutorials, before being allowed to take a test or partial
test, this is stated in Appendix 2 and in the module description of the unit of study concerned.
The module description also includes the procedure the student must follow if he wishes to
submit a request for exemption from compulsory practical exercises to the Exam Board,
whereby the latter may decide to impose alternative requirements.
3. If the student is required to pass one or more tests to allow him to sit a test or partial test,
this condition is set out in Appendix 2 as well as in the module description of the unit of study
corresponding to the test or partial test.
Article 4.4
Public nature of oral tests and examinations
Oral tests and examinations are not open to the public unless provided otherwise in the module
description of the relevant unit of study. In special cases the Exam Board may decide otherwise.
Article 4.5
Assessment
1. A test or partial test may be marked as follows:
a. a ‘good’, ‘pass’ or ‘fail’ mark, or
b. a grade on a scale of 1 to 10.
2. If a test or partial test is marked with a grade as referred to in paragraph 1(b), the grade will
be expressed with one decimal. The average figure for grades resulting from a weighted or an
arithmetic average of several partial tests is calculated on the basis of the results of the partial
tests which are expressed with one decimal. If the average figure includes more than one
decimal, the average figure is cut off after the first decimal (example: 6.49 is rounded to 6.4).
3. Units of study such as the work placement and the final dissertation with a size of 10 credits
or more, are marked with a grade on a scale of 1 to 10.
Article 4.6
Provisions applicable to partial tests
1. If a test consists of several partial tests, the result of the test will only be determined if:
a. the student has achieved a ‘pass’ mark for all partial tests marked on the basis of a ‘pass’
or ‘fail’, and
b. the student has at least achieved a grade of 5.5 for every partial test marked with a grade,
unless the module description of the relevant unit of study states differently.
2. If the conditions referred to in paragraph 1 have been met, the test result will be determined
as the weighted average of the results of the partial tests marked with a grade. The weighting
factors applicable to partial tests are described in Appendix 2.
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Article 4.7
Award of credits
1. Credits are allocated to a unit of study in whole numbers ranging from a minimum of 3 ects
and, in the propaedeutic phase, to a maximum of 6 ects. The final thesis, minor(s) and
internship excluded. Credits are awarded if the student:
a. has achieved a ‘good’ or, 'pass' mark, as referred to in Article 4.5(1), for the test, or
b. has achieved a grade of 5.5 or higher for the test, or
c. has been granted exemption from the test by the Exam Board.
2. No credits are awarded for passing a partial test.
3. The final results of tests taken for units of study cannot be set off against each other.
Article 4.8
Announcement of results
1. The result of a test or partial test will be announced in OSIRIS no later than 15 working days
after the date on which the test or partial test was held and at least 3 working days before
the resit.
2. The Exam Board may rectify obvious errors in OSIRIS within a period of two months after the
date on which the test or partial test was held. After this period, the student may derive rights
from the results shown in OSIRIS.
Article 4.9
Review
1. The Exam Board is responsible for ensuring that the weighting applicable to the various
components of the test or partial test is announced prior to the test or indicated on the test
assignments. If no weighting is stated, all parts of the test will carry the same weighting.
Based on a qualitative analysis of the test, the examiner may adjust the weighting after the
test has taken place.
2. The student will be offered the opportunity to review the marked test or partial test and the
weightings applied at a time to be advised by the programme, but no later than 10 working
days after the result has been announced in OSIRIS and at least 3 days before the resit. The
student may make an arrangement with examiner at another opportune moment if the student
is able to show a valid reason for his/her inability to be present during the announced
inspection.
Article 4.10
Force majeure
If a force majeure event precludes the student from taking a test or partial test, the Exam Board
may decide that the student may take the test or partial test at another time. The student may
submit a request to that end to the Exam Board in writing, stating reasons. A circumstance
qualifies as force majeure when it is not possible to fulfil an obligation for a reason that cannot be
attributed to the person in question. The request must be submitted to the Exam Board no later
than five working days after the relevant test or partial test was held.
Article 4.11
Resits
1. One resit will be offered in the same academic year for every test or partial test. The module
description of the relevant unit of study states when resits will be held for every test or partial
test. In case a resit for a test or partial test cannot take place in the same academic year
because a resit would not reasonably fit within the education programme due to the specific
nature of a unit of study, this will be stipulated in the module description.
2. The student may participate in the same test or partial test twice at the most per academic
year, insofar as the test or partial test is held on more than two occasions per academic year.
The student may resit exams passed with satisfactory marks in the academic year in which
these were attained or in the following academic year. The student is not permitted to resit
exams passed with satisfactory marks in subsequent years.
3. The highest result achieved applies to resits of tests and partial tests.
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4. The Exam Board may in special cases decide to depart from the provisions of paragraphs 1
and 2 and to allow an additional resit. The student may submit a request to that end to the
Exam Board in writing, stating reasons. This request must be submitted to the Exam Board no
later than 15 working days after the result of that particular test or partial test has been
announced.
Article 4.12
Exemption
1. The Exam Board may grant a student exemption from a test if it is of the opinion that the
student already meets the requirements in terms of content and level of the relevant unit of
study. The Exam Board determines the period of validity for the exemption. No exemption can
be granted from a partial test.
2. Exemption may be granted on the basis of the following:
a. the tests results achieved for another NVAO-accredited degree programme, or
b. the competencies, knowledge or skills acquired through (work) experience.
3. A student wishing to apply for exemption may submit a request to the Exam Board via OSIRIS
Zaak stating reasons. The request must be accompanied by the supporting documents
showing that the student already meets the requirements for the relevant unit of study. The
request must be submitted to the Exam Board no later than five working days after the unit
of study has commenced.
4. If the request is incomplete, the Exam Board may decide to allow the student to complete the
request within a period to be determined by the Exam Board.
5. The Exam Board will inform the student of its decision in writing within 15 days of receipt of
the request. If the student has been given the opportunity to complete the request as referred
to in paragraph 4, the Exam Board will inform the student of its decision within 15 days of
receipt of the additional information.
Article 4.13
Validity period of test results
1. If a student has passed either a propaedeutic examination or a final examination, the
examination results are valid indefinitely.
2. a. Test results, partial test results and exemptions are valid for at least five years and can
lose their validity after this period if knowledge, skills or insight have become demonstrably
outdated.
b. Every year, the degree programme publishes test results that are subject to becoming
outdated the following academic year. Following a balanced assessment, the Exam Board then
determines whether an individual result can reasonably be considered no longer valid.
3. Contrary to section a of paragraph 2, the following transitional arrangement applies to test
results and exemptions previously obtained. Section b of paragraph 2 applies:
a. the (partial)test results and exemptions obtained between 1 September 2007 and
31 August 2011 are valid for at least ten years until the student has passed the
examination for the relevant programme phase, unless a different validity period was laid
down in the Programme and Examination Regulations in force at that time;
b. the (partial) results and exemptions obtained before 1 September 2007 are valid
indefinitely, unless a limited validity period was laid down in the Regulations in force at
that time;
c. the (partial) test results obtained from 1 September 2011 are valid for at least five years,
calculated from the date on which the test was taken.
4. At the student’s written request, the Exam Board may in special cases, as stated in article
7.5, but not exclusively, decide to extend the validity period of a test or partial test result or
exemption therefrom, or to administer an additional or alternative test. Requests to extend the
validity based on approved personal circumstances are awarded at a minimum for the number
of months for which compensation has been awarded from the Profiling Fund. The request
must be submitted to the Exam Board no later than 15 working days prior to the expiry of the
validity period applicable to that particular test or partial test.
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Article 4.14
Declaring tests or partial tests invalid
1. If irregularities have been detected in a test or partial test, after having consulted with the
department manager the Exam Board may decide to declare that test or partial test invalid also
for students who were not found to have committed irregularities, if the Exam Board in its role
as referred to in Article 1.3(2) is of the opinion that the assured quality of the tests and
examinations has been compromised.
2. If no irregularities have been detected in a test or partial test, the exam board can, having
done careful investigation and after consultation with the Dean of the Faculty, from its
statutory duty to ensure the quality of the tests and examinations (article 7.12b, paragraph
1.a WHW), decide that a test is invalid, if it is of the opinion that the assured quality of the
tests cannot be guaranteed.
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Chapter 5.

EXAMINATIONS AND DIPLOMAS

Article 5.1
Examinations
1. An examination is attached to both the propaedeutic phase and post first-year programme of
a Bachelor's and Associate degree programme.
2. The Exam Board determines the results of an examination. The date on which the Exam Board
determines the examination results is declared as the examination date.
3. An examination has been taken if the student has passed the tests for the units of study
corresponding to the phase concerned.
4. Contrary to paragraph 2, before determining the results of an examination the Exam Board
may itself undertake to assess the student's knowledge, understanding and skills if the results
of the relevant tests give cause to do so.
Article 5.2
Graduation
The programme’s graduation manual sets out the rules relating to graduation, assessment in the
graduation phase and determination of the results of the final examination. The graduation guide
can be found on Blackboard.
Article 5.3
Award of degrees
1. If the Exam Board has determined that the student has passed the final examination, the
Executive Board will award the student a Bachelor of Arts degree.
2. The student may express the degree awarded as part of his name as referred to in
WHW, article 7.19(a).
Article 5.4
Diploma
1. The Exam Board will award the student a diploma in evidence of the fact that he has passed
the propaedeutic examination or final examination.
2. If it is found that the student does not meet the procedural requirements for the award of a
diploma, as set out in the Enrolment and Disenrollment Regulations on Bachelor’s Degree
Programmes, the diploma will not be awarded until such time as the student meets these
requirements.
3. A student who meets the conditions for taking an examination may request the Exam Board
to delay the award of a diploma. The student must submit a request to that end via OSIRIS
Zaak no later than five working days prior to the Exam Board meeting, stating reasons. The
Exam Board will inform the student in writing of its decision after the meeting.
4. The diploma will be drawn up in Dutch and in English for both the four-year as the ICM tracks.
5. The diploma includes a list of grades. The following information is shown on the diploma:
a. the complete names and date of birth of the student;
b. the date of the meeting on which the Exam Board determined the examination results;
c. the name of the University and the programme name as recorded in the Central Register
of Higher Education Study Programmes (CROHO); 1
d. a list of the units of study successfully completed by the student and the accompanying
results;
e. the date on which the programme was last accredited or the date on which the programme
was
successfully
audited
as
a
new
programme;
0F

f.

for the final examination: the degree awarded to the student;

1

The Central Register of Higher Education Study Programmes (CROHO) is managed by DUO and can be consulted via
http://www.duo.nl/zakelijk/ho/croho/croho.asp.
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g. for the final examination: the qualification associated with passing the final examination,
if applicable.
6. A diploma supplement in the European standard format as referred to in WHW, article 7.11(4),
is added to the diploma if the student has passed the final examination. The diploma
supplement is drawn up in the English language. If the student has successfully completed an
honours programme, an annotation thereof will be placed on the diploma supplement and the
student receives a separate certificate.
7. If the student terminates his studies prematurely and the Exam Board is unable to award him
a diploma, the student will receive a statement showing which tests he has passed, if desired.
The student must submit a request to that end to the Exam Board via OSIRIS Zaak.
Article 5.5
Distinctions
1. The Exam Board will determine whether a student has passed the propaedeutic examination
or the final examination ‘with distinction’ [cum laude] or ‘with highest distinction’ [summa
cum laude]. If the student meets the conditions for either of the above distinctions, the
distinction will be recorded on the diploma.
2. The following conditions apply to these distinctions:
a. the weighted average of the results achieved by the student for all units of study
corresponding to the propaedeutic phase or the post first-year programme must be at least:
1° 8 for the distinction ‘with distinction’;
2° 9 for the distinction ‘with highest distinction’, and
b. the student has been awarded at least the following marks for all units of study
corresponding to the propaedeutic phase or the post first-year programme:
1° 7 or ‘pass’ for the distinction ‘with distinction’;
2° 8 or ‘pass’ for the distinction ‘with highest distinction’, and
c. the student has been granted exemption from less than half of the education programme
in the propaedeutic phase or post first-year programme, and
d. the Exam Board has never found the student guilty of fraud.
3. The number of credits applicable to the relevant unit of study applies as the weighting factor
in calculating the average as referred to in paragraph 2(a). The results achieved for units of
study marked on the basis of the ‘pass’ or 'fail’ scale are not included in determining the
average mark, nor are the units of study for which the student has received exemption.
Article 5.6
Certificates in recognition of special contributions
1. In addition to their diploma, students who are actively engaged in organisations aimed at
improving the study and social environment may also receive a certificate showing their extra
activities, provided that the student has not received any credits or financial compensation for
these activities. A student must be nominated for a certificate by a minimum of two employees
of the University.
2. Nominations for students who have carried out activities within the faculty or programme
should be addressed to the relevant department manager. Nominations for students who have
carried out University-wide activities should be addressed to the Executive Board.
3. The department manager or the Executive Board respectively will decide whether to award the
certificate to the student and, if their decision is positive, will present it to the student.
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Chapter 6.

STUDENT CAREER ADVICE/ACADEMIC STUDENT COUNSELLING

Article 6.1
Intake
At the start of a four-year programme, the student will be invited to follow the intake procedure,
which involves an intake interview, a self-assessment and where applicable a language test. The
results are evaluated to determine the match between the student, the programme and the future
professional field. The student will receive advice on the basis of the intake procedure.
Article 6.2
Student career advice/academic student counselling
1. Student career advice/academic student counselling is offered to all students during the course
of the programme, and consists of activities aimed at providing the student with an
understanding of what motivates him, his talents and outlook, as to enable him to make
choices for the purpose of influencing the content of his education programme.
2. Until the student has successfully completed the propaedeutic phase, he will be invited to at
least two meetings with his study career adviser per academic year to discuss study progress
on the basis of the results achieved. Always within 10 working days, a report is made of these
meetings, which is established by the study career advisor as well as by the student.
3. The activities relating to student career advice/academic student counselling are set out in the
relevant module descriptions.
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Chapter 7.

STUDY ADVICE

Article 7.1
Study advice in the propaedeutic phase
1. At the end of the first year of enrolment in the propaedeutic phase of a programme, the student
will receive advice on the continuation of his studies within or outside the programme in which
he is enrolled. The advice will be issued to the student in writing or sent to the student’s
University email address and/or the email address known to the school at that time by the
Exam Board on behalf of and under the responsibility of the department manager.
2. Study advice may be issued as long as the student has not passed the propaedeutic
examination.
3. The student may receive positive, preliminary or binding negative study advice. Binding
negative study advice is issued if, with due regard for the student's personal circumstances,
the student is considered to be unsuitable for the programme because his study results fail to
meet the requirements set out in this chapter.
4. If a student terminates his enrolment in the propaedeutic phase of a programme during the
academic year, he will still receive study advice no later than the end of the relevant year of
enrolment. If the student has interrupted his studies for personal reasons and has requested
the Exam Board on a timely basis to take account of these reasons, the Exam Board may
decide to postpone the issuance of study advice until the end of the next academic year in
which the student enrols in the same programme.
5. If the student deregisters before 1 February of the current academic year, study advice will
not be issued to the student.
6. If a student commenced his studies on a regular student intake date in February, the phrase
'in the first year of enrolment' in this chapter means: the period from the intake date until the
end of February in the following calendar year. The ‘second year of enrolment’ means: the
period from the month of February in the calendar year following the intake date until the end
of February in the second calendar year following the intake date.
Article 7.2
Study progress standards
2. If the student has passed the propaedeutic examination at the end of the first year of
enrolment, he will be issued positive study advice.
3. A student has complied with the study progress standard for the first year of enrolment if he
has achieved at least 50 credits in the propaedeutic phase. This student will receive a positive
study advice.
4. If the student has been granted exemption from one or more units of study in the propaedeutic
phase, contrary to the 50 credits stated in paragraph 1, the student must earn at least five
sixths (5/6) of the credits to be earned in the propaedeutic phase after deducting the
exemptions, rounded upward, where necessary.
5. If, at the end of the first year of enrolment, the student fails to meet the study progress
standards described in section 2, or if relevant section 3 of this article, he will be issued
binding negative study advice.
6. If at the Exam Board’s discretion the student’s personal circumstances give reason to do so,
study advice may be deferred, the procedure for which is set out in Article 7.5.
ticle 7.3
Positive study advice
A student who has received positive study advice may continue his studies.
Article 7.4
Binding negative study advice
1. A student who has received binding negative study advice may no longer enrol in the same
Bachelor's programme or the same Associate degree programme at The Hague University of
Applied Sciences.
2. Binding negative study advice may only be issued if the following conditions have been met:
a. the student has been offered student career advice/academic student counselling;
b. information on the student’s study progress has been recorded in OSIRIS, the student
tracking system;
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c. the programme has scheduled at least one resit in the same academic year for each unit
of study, with the exception of units of study of a specific nature (e.g. work placement or
selective project) for which a resit would not reasonably fit within the education
programme;
d. prior warning has been given to the student at a time such that the student has had the
opportunity to improve his study results;
e. the student’s personal circumstances have been taken into account insofar as the student
has submitted a timely request to that effect to the Exam Board;
f. the student has been given the opportunity to be heard by the Exam Board before issuing
the binding negative study advice.
3. If binding negative study advice is issued to the student during an academic year, his/her
registration will be terminated by the Executive Board as of the second full month following
the month in which the negative binding study advice was issued in writing or was sent to
the student’s university of applied sciences email address or to the student’s current email
address as known at that time by the university of applied sciences. A binding negative study
advice may also extend to a bachelor’s degree programme or an Associate degree programme
that shares the propaedeutic phase of a bachelor’s degree programme or the initial block of an
Associate degree programme. In that case, the study advice will state the bachelor’s degree
programme or Associate degree programme to which the study advice pertains.
4. Binding negative advice regarding the continuation of a Bachelor’s or Associate degree
programme may also apply to Bachelor’s or Associate degree programmes that feature the
same propaedeutic examination as the Bachelor’s or Associate degree programmes concerned.
In that case the study advice issued will state to which Bachelor's or Associate degree
programmes it extends.
Article 7.5
Personal circumstances and deferral of study advice
1. The Exam Board may decide, after having taken notice of a motivated advice from the student
counsellor, to defer issuing study advice if the student’s personal circumstances give reason
to do so. A certain period of time will be stipulated for the deferral of study advice, after which
period study advice will subsequently be issued. Also the study progress standard that the
student must comply with after this period will be stipulated. The Exam Board may also decide
to attach further conditions to the deferral of study advice. The decision regarding deferral,
including the period of deferral, the study progress standard that must be met, and any further
conditions, will be issued by the Exam Board via OSIRIS Zaak.
2. If the student wishes the Exam Board to take his personal circumstances into consideration,
he must inform the student counsellor and his study career adviser of these circumstances as
soon as they arise, or as soon as possible thereafter. The student must also submit to the
Exam Board an adequately substantiated request to defer study advice on account of personal
circumstances no later than two weeks before advice is to be given. The student alone is
responsible for reporting such circumstances, submitting a request to the Exam Board and for
drawing up a study plan in consultation with his study career adviser to prevent or minimise a
possible delay in completing his studies.
3. At the Exam Board’s discretion, only the following personal circumstances may give reason to
defer study advice:
a. illness: any type of physical or mental ailment;
b. disability: a physical, sensory or mental limitation;
c. pregnancy and childbirth;
d. special family circumstances:
1° the long-term care of a blood relative or a member of the student’s household on
account of their illness;
2° long-term psychological and/or social problems in the student’s household;
3° other circumstances that are considered special family circumstances;
e. elite sports or other elite-level activities, which place the student among the top performers
on national or international level in his discipline, and on which the student spends at least
15 hours a week;
f. membership of the General Council, an academy council or programme committee;
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g. membership of a University committee, to the extent it is included in the 'List of Student
Organisations and Participation Bodies' in Part 1 of the Students' Charter of the relevant
academic year;
h. board membership of a study association, student association or student organisation with
full legal capacity, to the extent the association or organisation is included in the 'List of
Student Organisations and Participation Bodies' in Part 1 of the Students' Charter of the
relevant academic year.
Article 7.6
Re-enrolment following binding negative study advice
1. a. A student who has received binding negative study advice can re-enrol for the relevant
programme. This is possible after four years have passed following the academic year in which
negative binding study advice was issued.
b. For students from the 2014/15, 2015/16, 2016/17 and 2017/18 academic years, the
provisions of the PER for their academic year apply; after one year has passed from the end
of the academic year in which negative binding study advice was received, students may
submit a request to the Dean to be readmitted to the relevant degree programme.
c. For students from the academic years prior to 2014/15, it holds that they may reapply for
the relevant degree programme.
2. 2.At the end of the first year, study advice will once again be issued.
3. The department manager may consent to the re-enrolment of the student for this programme,
provided the student makes a reasonable case for being able to successfully complete the
programme. The department manager will judge whether this is the case.
4. If the student obtains approval to re-enrol, he will pursue the education programme applicable
at the time of re-enrolment. After the first year of enrolment, calculated from the date of the
student’s re-enrolment, study advice will again be issued in accordance with the study
progress standard applicable to the first year of enrolment on the basis of the results achieved
by the student in that year. Results obtained earlier, provided that they are not determined to
be outdated and are still included in the curriculum, maintain their validity.
Article 7.7
Planning and deadlines
1. Study advice will be issued no later than 31 July of the relevant year of enrolment, unless the
opportunity to earn credits is still offered in the period from 31 July up to and including 31
August. Study advice will in that case be issued at the latest on 31 August of the relevant
year of enrolment.
2. Before study advice is issued, a warning will be given at the latest on 31 March concerning
the possibility of the student receiving binding negative study advice.
3. In case the student would like the Exam Board to take his personal circumstances into
consideration when issuing study advice, he must ensure that the Exam Board receives a
request to that effect via OSRIS Zaak on 1 July at the latest before the study advice is issued.
4. If the student began studying on a regular student intake date in February, contrary to the
dates stated in paragraphs 1-3 of this Article the following dates apply:
a. the study advice at the end of the first year of enrolment will be issued at the latest on 28
February of the calendar year following the intake date;
b. before study advice is issued, a warning of the possibility of the student receiving binding
negative study advice will be given on 31 August at the latest;
c. prior to issuing study advice, the Exam Board must receive at the latest on 1 January a
request from the student in writing or by email asking that it takes the student’s personal
circumstances into account.
Article 7.8
Appeal provisions
1. If a student has lodged an appeal in accordance with Article 1.4(7) against the decision to
issue him binding negative study advice, implementation of that advice will be suspended until
the Examination Appeals Board has made a decision on the appeal, or until the student has
withdrawn the appeal.
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2. If desired, the student may therefore re-enrol or continue to be enrolled for the duration of the
appeal period with the Examination Appeals Board to avoid any unnecessary study delay if his
appeal is upheld. Any study results obtained during this period will not be included in the
assessment of the appeal by the Examination Appeals Boards.
3. If the Examination Appeals Board has ruled that the appeal is unfounded or inadmissible, or if
the student withdraws the appeal, the Executive Board will terminate the student’s enrolment.
Termination will take effect from the month following the month in which the student has
withdrawn the appeal or in which the Legal Protection Desk has informed the student that the
Examination Appeals Board has taken a decision.
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Chapter 8.

IRREGULARITIES

Article 8.1
Scope
1. The term ‘irregularities’ includes, but is not limited to the following:
a. failure to follow the written or verbal rules or instructions concerning tests;
b. fraud;
c. plagiarism.
2. The term ‘fraud’ includes, but is not limited to the following:
a. viewing another candidate’s paper during a test;
b. having prohibited materials within sight or within reach at the test;
c. submitting work under a name, other than the student’s own;
d. breaching the rules (in part) laid down to prevent fraud during a test;
e. making one’s own material available to others to be submitted as (part of) assessed work;
f. apprising oneself of the test questions, assignments or model answers to a test before the
test is held;
g. copying test questions and/or model answers during or after a test, either for personal use
or for putting these at the disposal of others;
h. using forged information for research as part of a unit of study or thesis;
i. falsifying assessments.
3. The term ‘plagiarism’ includes, but is not limited to the following acts:
a. including the work of others or one’s own previously published work, whether verbatim or
paraphrased, in quotation marks or otherwise, in one’s own work without further
qualification or citation of sources;
b. presenting detailed ideas or the findings of others as one’s own ideas or findings.
Article 8.2
Procedure concerning the discovery of irregularities
1. If irregularities are suspected before, during or after a test, the following procedure applies:
a. The invigilator or examiner will make note on the work submitted or to be submitted by
the student and will confiscate any evidence.
b. The student will be given the opportunity to finish the test or examination.
c. The invigilator or examiner will prepare a report which at least includes his observations
and the grounds on which fraud is suspected.
d. The invigilator or examiner will inform the Exam Board of the suspicion of fraud and will
hand over the report.
e. The Exam Board will inform the student of the suspicion of fraud within five working days
of receiving the information.
f. The Exam Board will give the student an opportunity to be heard within 15 days of
receiving the report, and will do so by means of a written invitation.
g. The Exam Board will establish whether fraud has taken place within 15 working days of
the date on which the student was given the opportunity to be heard.
h. If further investigations are required, the Exam Board may decide to extend the period of
15 days, and will inform the student thereof in good time.
i. The decision will be communicated to the student in writing together with any sanctions
imposed, a copy of which communication will also be sent to the department manager.
j. In case of an irregularity or irregularities, a mark is made in OSIRIS.
2. In the event of suspected fraud, plagiarism or other irregularities, the completed work will not
be reviewed. The examiner will not assess the work submitted. If the Exam Board establishes
that fraud, plagiarism or other irregularities have not been committed, the work will then be
reviewed and assessed.
3. Ephorus or other electronic detection programmes may be used to detect plagiarism in texts.
By submitting text, students grant permission for their text to be included in the database of
the relevant detection programme. Students are to submit work in a format that can be read
by Ephorus. The permitted file formats are MSWord.
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4. If plagiarism is found or suspected in a test, the Exam Board may decide to investigate previous
tests submitted by the same student to determine whether plagiarism applies. The student is
required to cooperate in any such investigation.
Article 8.3
Sanctions
1. Depending on the seriousness of the irregularities, including repeated irregularities, the Exam
Board may impose the following sanctions:
a. declare the relevant test (or part thereof) invalid;
b. exclude the student from taking part in the relevant test for a maximum period of one year;
c. exclude the student from additional tests to be specified by the Exam Board, for a
maximum period of one year;
d. a combination of the above measures.
2. At the Exam Board’s request, the Executive Board may proceed with the following sanctions:
a. permanent termination of the student’s enrolment in the programme;
b. report the incident to the police;
c. a combination of the above measures.
3. An appeal or objection against a sanction imposed by the Exam Board or the Executive Board
on the basis of this article may be lodged with the Legal Protection Desk via
loketrechtsbescherming@hhs.nl within six weeks of the decision.
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Chapter 9.

SPECIAL FACILITIES

Article 9.1
Facilities for students with a disability
1. A student with a disability arising from a handicap or chronic illness is entitled to effective,
i.e. suitable and essential adapted facilities, unless it would disproportionately burden the
University to provide them. Adapted facilities are intended to remove or limit obstacles and to
foster the independence and full participation of students as far as possible. The adapted
facilities may relate to the following:
a. access to buildings;
b. the education programme, including work placements;
c. study timetables;
d. the teaching methods, including supervision;
e. the education materials, and
f. tests.
2. Students with a disability who wish to assert their right to adapted facilities must submit an
adequately substantiated request to the Exam Board. The request must also include a
recommendation by the student counsellor, which is based on a certificate submitted to the
student counsellor, issued by a BIG-registered health care professional, containing the
student’s personal details and the medical diagnosis. Contrary to the previous sentence,
students suffering from dyslexia need only submit a certifying statement based on an
examination by a qualified psychologist or orthopedagogist. If deemed necessary by the Exam
Board for the purpose of its decision, on a confidential basis the Exam Board may be allowed
to view the certificate.
3. The following periods apply to decision-making on facilities for students with a disability:
a. the student counsellor will issue a recommendation to the Exam Board within 15 working
days after the intake interview relating to the student’s disability;
b. the Exam Board will issue its decision on the granting of adapted facilities within 15
working days of receipt of the student counsellor's recommendation;
c. a decision granting adapted facilities will be implemented within 15 working days after the
decision has been taken;
d. if the request relates to a complex facility, each of these periods may be extended by a
further 15 working days. The relevant officer will inform the student of the extended period
before the expiry of the original period.
Article 9.2
Facilities for elite performance students
1. A student who performs elite sports, or performs at elite level in a cultural or other field, may
submit a request for study facilities. The student must submit such a request to the Exam
Board without delay at the start of the academic year, or immediately after commencing the
activities.
2. The Exam Board will issue a decision within 15 working days of receiving the request. The
Exam Board will seek the advice of the elite sports coordinator in the case of elite sports, and
the student counsellor in the case of any other type of elite performance.
Article 9.3
Facilities for students who previously studied abroad
1. A student who has been granted admission on the basis of a secondary education diploma
earned outside the Netherlands may submit a request to be allowed 30% more time to take
tests or partial tests in the Dutch language and/or to be allowed the use of a dictionary during
the first year of enrolment at the University. This request can be submitted throughout the
entire academic year to the Exam Board, though it should preferably be submitted as soon as
possible after the start of the academic.
2. The Exam Board may extend the facilities at the student’s request.
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Article 9.4
Facilities applicable to other situations
In special cases facilities may be made available to students who do not satisfy the conditions
referred to in Articles 9.1-9.3. In these instances, the department manager will decide on whether
or not to implement the facilities.
Chapter 10.

FINAL PROVISION

Article 10.
Departure from the Programme and Examination Regulations
1. The Exam Board will decide on cases not covered by the Programme and Examination
Regulations or where application of the Regulations would result in extreme unfairness, unless
the department manager has the authority to do so in respect of the subject concerned.
2. A student may submit a request to depart from the Programme and Examination Regulations
to the Exam Board. If the subject falls outside the scope of the Exam Board’s competence, it
will pass on the request to the department manager.
3. In case the articles of these Regulations do not provide reasonable decision-making periods,
the Exam Board decides within 15 working days.
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7.Appendix
Appendix 1: Academic Calender 2018 – 2019
Period
Introduction (year 1) and resits
Semester 1, Period 1
- Autumn break

From

Until incl.

Weeks 35 to 45
22-10-2018

26-10-2018

Semester 1, Period 2
- Christmas recess

Weeks 46 to 5
24-12-2018

04-01-2019

Semester 2, Period 3
- Spring break
- Easter

Weeks 6 to 16
25-02-2019
19-04-2019

Semester 2, Period 4
- Mai break
- Liberation Day

Weeks 17 to 26
29-4-2019 tm 2-52018
05-05-2019

-

30-5-2019
10-06-2019
15-07-2019

Ascension Day
Whit Monday
Summer recess

01-03-2019
22-04-2019
22

31-05-2019
30-08-2019

In 2018-2019 there are no specific testing-periods appointed as such.
The academic year starts on 27 August 2018 according to this plan. (However, the result of an
assessment that was taken or attained on 28 August will count for the 2017-2018 academic
year.)
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2018-19 Academic Calendar opleiding communicatie
COM-ICM

Date
20-aug
27-aug
3-sep
10-sep
17-sep
24-sep
1-okt
8-okt
15-okt
22-okt
29-okt
5-nov
12-nov
19-nov
26-nov
3-dec
10-dec
17-dec
24-dec
31-dec
7-jan
14-jan
21-jan
28-jan
4-feb
11-feb
18-feb
25-feb
4-mrt
11-mrt
18-mrt
25-mrt
1-apr
8-apr
15-apr
22-apr
29-apr
6-mei
13-mei
20-mei
27-mei
3-jun
10-jun

Weeknr
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

17-jun

25

24-jun
1-jul
8-jul
15-jul
22-jul
29-jul
5-aug
12-aug
19-aug
26-aug
2-sep

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

p2 10 Project week
p2 11 Project week
p3-1
p3-2
p3-3
Voorjaarreces
p3-4
p3-5
p3-6
p3-7
p3-8 TOETSPERIODE 3 (regulier TP3)
p3-9 AFRONDING PROJECTEN & OPDRACHTEN & HERKANSING TP2
p4-1
p4-2
Meivakantie
p4-3
p4-4
p4-5
p4-6
p4-7
p4-8 TOETSPERIODE 4 (regulier TP4)
p4-9 AFRONDING PROJECTEN & OPDRACHTEN (herkansing TP3)

Meivakantie
p4-2
p4-3
p4-4
p4-5
p4-6
p4-7
p4-8 TOETSPERIODE 4 (regulier TP4)

p4-10 HERKANSING TP4 ALLEEN P-studenten
p4-11 Marking period
p4-12 (N)BSA meetings / Graduation ceremony July 11th 14:00 -17:00

p4-9 AFRONDING PROJECTEN & OPDRACHTEN & HERKANSINGEN TP3
p4-10 HERKANSING TP4 ALLEEN P-studenten
p4-11 (N)BSA meetings / Graduation ceremony July 11th 14:00 -17:00

Zomerreces
Zomerreces
Zomerreces
Zomerreces
Zomerreces

Zomerreces
Zomerreces
Zomerreces
Zomerreces
Zomerreces
TOETSPERIODE 5 (herkansing H-fase 4)

Zomerreces
Zomerreces
Zomerreces
Zomerreces
Zomerreces
TOETSPERIODE 5 (herkansing H-fase 4)

P1-1

Introduction week
p1-1

Introduction week
p1-1

Herfstreces
29 oktober Teamdag
p 2-1

Kerstvakantie
Kerstvakantie
14 januari Teamdag

p 3-1

Voorjaarreces

1 april Teamdag
19 april t/m 22 april Pasen
p 4-1
Meivakantie

Hemelvaartsdag 30-31 mei
Pinksteren 10 juni

collegeweek
Startdag COM dinsdag 22 augustus / TOETSPERIODE 5
introductieweek
p1-1
p1-2
p1-3
p1-4
p1-5
p1-6
p1-7
Herfstreces
p1-8 TOETSPERIODE 1 (regulier TP1)
p2-1
p2-2
p2-3
p2-4
p2-5
p2-6
p2-7
Kerstvakantie
Kerstvakantie
p2-8 TOETSPERIODE 2 (regulier TP2)
p2-9 TOETSPERIODE 2 (herkansing TP1)

COM-Deeltijd/Voltijd

collegeweek
Startdag COM dinsdag 22 augustus / TOETSPERIODE 5
introductieweek
p1-1
p1-2
p1-3
p1-4
p1-5
p1-6
p1-7
Herfstreces
p1-8 TOETSPERIODE 1 (regulier TP1)
p1-9 AFRONDING PROJECTEN & OPDRACHTEN
p2-1
p2-2
p2-3
p2-4
p2-5
p2-6
Kerstvakantie
Kerstvakantie
p2-7
p2-8 TOETSPERIODE 2 (regulier TP2)
p2-9 AFRONDING PROJECTEN & OPDRACHTEN
p2-10 TOETSPERIODE 2 (herkansing TP1)
p3-1
p3-2
p3-3
Voorjaarreces
p3-4
p3-5
p3-6
p3-7
p3-8 TOETSPERIODE 3 (regulier TP3)
p3-9 AFRONDING PROJECTEN & OPDRACHTEN
p3-10 TOETSPERIODE 2 (herkansing TP2)
p4-1

HHS
22 augustus Teamdag
p 1-1
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Appendix 2: Test Regulations
Adopted by the Executive Board on 9 May 2017
Article 1.
General provisions
1.1 These test regulations contain the rules for proper operational procedures during the
tests of all bachelor’s programmes at The Hague University of Applied Sciences. The
regulations form an Annex to the Programme and Examination Regulations.
1.2 In these regulations, the term ‘test’ also includes partial tests and resits.
1.3 Violation of the test regulations may be regarded as irregularity in the sense of chapter
8 of the Programme and Examination Regulations.
1.4 The person concerned may lodge an appeal with the Legal Protection Desk against any
decision that was taken on the basis of these regulations. The period for appeal shall
commence on the day after the announcement of the decision (via Osiris case) and
continues to run during holiday periods.
1.5 If the Exam Board has decided to grant adapted facilities to a student with a disability
arising from a handicap or chronic illness on the basis of article 9.1 of the Programme
and Examination Regulations, the decision regarding this student may lead to
deviations from the rules as set out in these Test Regulations, to the extent in which
the deviations follow from the decision of the Exam Board.

Article 2.
Provisions for written and other tests
1.1 The student must be registered for the test in accordance with the rules laid down in
Article 4 of these regulations.
1.2 The student must be present in the test room and must have taken his designated seat
by the scheduled starting time. Any student who arrives after the starting time will be
denied access. The Hague University of Applied Sciences does not assume
responsibility for cases of force majeure that prevent students from being present on
time.
1.3 The student must provide proof of his identity as referred to in article 4.3(1) of the
Programme and Examination Regulations. The following documents may be used for
this purpose, provided that the validity of the document has not expired:
a. a passport or identity card, provided that this passport or identity card was issued
by one of the EU Member States, Norway, Iceland, Liechtenstein, or Switzerland,
or
b. a Dutch driving licence or an EU driving licence, or
c. a Dutch residence permit, or
d. a Dutch W-document (issued to asylum-seekers) or a Privileged Person’s Identity
Card (Geprivilegieerdendocument; issued to persons who have diplomatic status).
1.4 The student must sign the attendance list.
1.5 During the test, the student may only make use of the test assignments, the test
paper, and the scrap paper (if applicable) that have been given out, as well as of any
other allowed aids, as stated on the front page of the test assignments. Any aids other
than those allowed must be out of the students’ sight and reach.
1.6 The student must leave his coat, bag, mobile phone, watch, and any other disallowed
aids at a designated place, and must switch off his mobile phone. The student is not
allowed to wear a watch, and/or a smartwatch, during the test.
1.7 As of the moment that the test assignments are distributed, the student is not allowed
to exchange paper or aids, and is not allowed to communicate with others in any way,
with the exception of the provision in article 2.9.
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1.8 The student is only allowed to look into the test assignments after the invigilator has
given instructions to do so.
1.9 If anything should be unclear, the student may ask the invigilator to come over by
raising his hand.
1.10 Toilet breaks are not permitted during a test lasting two hours or less. Toilet breaks
are permitted at any time during the entire duration of any test lasting more than
two hours, except during the periods referred to in Article 2.12. This must take place
under supervision of an invigilator. The student must leave his work in such a way
that other students do not have the opportunity to view his work.
1.11 The work that is handed in must be written with a pen. On the first page of the
work, the student must indicate the total number of pages of the work. Each page
of the work must contain a page number, the student’s name and his student
number.
1.12 The student may not leave the test room during the first 15 minutes and the last 15
minutes of the test.
1.13 After leaving the test room, the student must immediately move out of earshot of
the test room.
1.14 The rules set out in this article will correspondingly apply to digital tests. Also,
additional test rules may be laid down that arise from the specific nature of a digital
test. These rules are stated on the cover page and/or instruction sheet of the test.
1.15 The programme will ensure that the test rules for other tests, such as oral tests,
presentations, paper assessments and practicals are made known in a timely
manner. These rules will be laid down in the module description of the unit of study
concerned.
1.16 The programme has a duty of care to schedule the tests properly; tests of one and
the same programme that take place on the same days and at venues located a
significant distance from one another must be scheduled at least two hours apart in
order to allow the student sufficient travel time.
Article 3.
Supervision and irregularities
1.1 Invigilators supervise the proper operational procedures during tests. During a test, at
least one invigilator must be present in the test room at all times.
1.2 The student must follow directions of invigilators and other staff members.
1.3 The student is not allowed to enter into a discussion with invigilators during a
test.
1.4 If the student behaves in a way that the invigilator deems disturbing to other students,
and if the student does not stop this behaviour after having been warned by the
invigilator, the invigilator may decide to remove the student from the test room.
1.5 In case of irregularities, the procedure as described in article 8.2 of the Programme
and Examination Regulations will be followed.

Article 4.
Registration procedure for tests
1. The student registers for participation in all (partial) tests him/herself via Osiris during
the test registration period opened for this purpose. Exception: a student in the first
year of enrolment in the propaedeutic stage of the programme in question is registered
by the programme for (partial) tests not yet passed. The programme is responsible for
properly notifying the student of the registration period.
2. The student enrols him/herself for minors and other electives, and therefore
automatically for the first sitting of the tests forming part of that unit of study.
3. The student is responsible for his/her own correct and prompt registration for all
(partial) tests (therefore not just written tests) in Osiris. The student shall be required
to always check in good time whether he/she is registered, and if not, to take action
in order to complete registration via Osiris.
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4. A student who does not wish to take the test for which he/she is registered must deregister in good time in order to make space for fellow students and/or in view of the
limited number of opportunities for taking tests.
5. Following the formal test registration period, the programme shall organise a late
registration window. A student who did not register for a (partial) test during the
formal registration period for whatever reason may report in person to the Faculty
Office desk during a limited window for late registration to be determined by the
programme and published on the portal. Students may still take the (partial) test on
the basis of intake during the late registration period, and only in so far as possible on
organisational grounds (i.e. available places). If the student has also failed to register
during the late registration period, he/she shall be excluded from taking the (partial)
test. 2
1F

2

Each test period has a test registration period and a late registration window. The limited duration of a late
registration window is set at 120 minutes.
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Appendix 3: Code of Conduct

International Communication Management
Code of Conduct
Introduction
The purpose of this document is to explain the Code of Conduct for the Academy of
Communication Management and European Studies, within The Hague University of
Applied Sciences.
ICM has over 140 teaching and support staff who work together on a daily basis
towards a single goal: helping the academy's 2,200 students develop the
knowledge and skills they need to start their careers, either in their chosen field,
or in a masters programme. Along the way, ESCM strives to provide staff and
students with a positive, professional environment in which to work. The Code of
Conduct is a tool used to explain and maintain that environment.
The Code of Conduct is not a long and detailed list of rules and procedures, but states,
in just a few short paragraphs, the five basic principles that underlie how students and
staff in a programme should interact and operate and clarifies five basic agreements
about what staff and students at ICM should expect from one another. These
agreements illustrate the kind of culture that ICM is committed to maintaining and
serve as a reference point.
The Code of Conduct provides a framework for the rules, both at University level and
at ICM level, that are necessary to make the organisation run smoothly. Detailed
information on official regulations is contained in the Programme and Examination
Regulations (OER), but all the rules can be traced back to the five principles that make
up this Code.
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Thehaqueuniversity.com

Johanna Westerdijkplein 75
2521 EN Den Haag
Study-informationpoint: 070-445 85 85
info@hhs.nl
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